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Planning is an important activity. It requires making estimates about future 
needs and developments, which are difficult to predict and control. So, Web-Based 
Business Planning System (BPS) explains, more in detail, the fundamental of 
planning and how it is used in decision making, capital project feasibility studies, and 
planning the future of a business. 
Web-Based Business Planning System (BPS) is a centralized channel on the 
web to allow user (manager or sales person) to retrieve or upload information through 
this system anytime and anyway as long as they connect to the Internet. This system 
allow user to view or update their sales data, do analysis or forecast and view the 
analysis and forecast report. Web-Based Business Planning System (BPS) is 
capable of improving the quality and outc me of analy is and forecast by ensuring 
that accurate, fast and timely information is made accessible to appropriate personnel 
at all level. Jn addition, Web-Based Business Planning System (BP ) inform the 
user about the report via PivotTable and PivotChart. 
Methodology that I was selected to develop this Web-Based Business 
Planning System (BPS) is Waterfall model with prototyping. The flexible of this 
methodology made me easy to development the system and reduces the risk involved. 
The development tool that I go to use is Ms Visual InterDev, whereas the web server 
was Internet Information Server 5.0 with back-end database Ms SQL server 2000 and 
OLAP. Both server were deplo ed on Windows 2000 Server. The system design 
chapt r will illustrat how the entire system works. 
Many problem were encountered during the process of development this 
s st im. Many appr ache were used to solve the entire problem to perform a good 
Web-Based Business Planning ystem (BPS). 
Besides, also discuss about the strength, limitation and the future enhancement 
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Historically, the bulk of investment m corporate computing has been in 
systems that generate or capture data such as accounting, order processing, 
manufacturing and customer information. Besides this, many organizations are trying 
to invest suitable applications or technologies that can deliver additional value from 
this collected data. 
This project is called Web Based Business Planning System: Analysis and 
Forecasting (BPS). It is basically a tool that is very crucial in running a business. 
This planning system is a roadmap for a business, explaining where they are, where 
they want to go, and how they expect to get there. Good planning is key to a 
successful business. 
This system allows manager and executives to analyze and diagnose the health 
of a business. A good BPS should give clear indication of business indexes in a fast 
and efficient manner. 
1.2 PROJECT OVERVIEW 
BPS is a system that helps an organization to plan for their future decide the 
route of the business and organize the structure of the company. The areas embraced 
by BPS will functionally include analysis system, forecasting system and reporting 
system. 
u to the fa t that this database provides a broad range of services, the 
information stor d in the BPS database can be divided into two main groupings, one 
is data r lated t ale data and another one is activity-based data. The sales data 
in .lud ' sale· data by geographical, time, sales personnel, customer and product while 








BUSINESS PLANNING SYSTEM 
This project is a web-based information system with a relational database, 
which designed based on the client-server architecture. After that, data inside the 
database will transform to OLAPS cubes. OLAPS cubes are contain data and will be 
used for calculate purpose. With OLAP applications can delivery fast analysis of 
multidimensional information to the user. 
This system can give access to all type of analysis and forecast record. All the 
report is generate in PivotTable and PivotChart format. Hence, it would be created 
with compatible systems to support multiple users and help them to achieve effective 
information. The users for this system can be manager, executive and sales person of 
an organization. 
Anyway, only manager and executives can acccs to the database component. 
ln other words, only they have the authority to edit or update data in the database that 
is under their scope .. In other words, validation of the pecific user's login id is 
needed to maintain the relevant data. 
Furthermore this system is also realizing the concept of paperless office. The 
paperless office virtually eliminates spaces and folder for keeping the data with 
manual efforts. 
1.3 PROBLEM DE.FINITION 
Now a day, all organizations have multidimensional data. Even thought a 
small organizati n would like to track sales by product, salesperson, geography, 
cu tomer and time. The organizations have long sought tools to access, navigate and 










Sometimes we hear a manager say that he cannot do a good job of planning 
because his company or industry is to volatile or there are too many uncertainties or 
he doesn't have time. Frequently, because of such arguments, no planning at all is 
done. Postponing or ignoring the need for analysis and planning, including financial 
planning can substantially increase vulnerability and lead to disaster. 
Problems that always faced by the organization are: 
• Management reports inflexible 
• Too difficult to get new information from other divisional office 
• Spend too much time reporting what happened in the past 
• Not enough time finding ways to improve what will happen in the future 
1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
For many businesses, it has always been a problem converting operational data 
into information that is useful for management. They faced many problems while 
presenting these data to the user. They cannot present these data in an effective, 
portable and user-friendly manner. 
The objectives of this BPS are: 
a) High speed and efficiency 
Design a system that can present data in a high speed and efficiency way 
for analyze purpo e when data amounts to million of records. The data is 
matched against parameters that are relevant to the business needs. To 
pcrf rm thi function, the system has to convert operational data (in 









BUSINESS PLANNrNG SYSTEM 
b) Fast analysis 
Using OLAPS application to delivery fast analyze of multidimensional 
information to user. Their role is to aid in corporate reporting and decision 
support. 
c) Web interface to view data 
Create a web interface to view data. This system able user to disseminate 
information on a 'anytime', 'anywhere' basis because many analysts need 
analyze the data while disconnected from the corporate network. 
1.5 PROJECT SCOPE 
This project can be broken into three main section (see Figure 1-1 ): 
a) Data collection and transformation 
b) Parameter setting 
c) Reporting and decision support 
,,....------~ ,-..._ /i 
I i l Sales _j 
Parameter I , Parameter 2 
-~- - 
rl 1l r ·--_J [ I Tmns~~','.11 na ~t, OLAP Cubes 
Activit 
Parameter 3 Parameter 4 











DA TA COLLECTION AND TRANSFORMATION 
Operational data is assumed to reside in relational database format. The type 
of data can be broken up into 2 types: sales and activity. The activity-based data 
includes Call and Non-Call data. Data is to be transformed to the OLAP cubes. 
The Cubes have to be designed to take information from the RDBMS. The 
fields and aggregations are to be designed to fulfill business needs. The design of the 
cubes is yet to be finalized. 
PARAMETER SETTING 
Users can set parameters so that data can be compared with these parameters 
for indices of growth and performance. The parameters can be zone targets, product 
targets, and time targets. They can also include parameter like call qu ta. These 
parameters affect the figures that are used in analysis later on. 
REPORTING AND DECISION SUPPORT 
The main portion of the system lies in the reporting and decision support 
system. Information will be presented through an oftline and online channel. The 
purpose is to enable analysts to continue with their work even when they are out of 
their corporate network. Web based delivery allows users to enter the corporate 
network through the Internet. The client only runs a modest web browser that is 
available on most machines. The only requirement is that the machine is connected to 
the Internet. 
The t ol u d to connect to the OLAP database is the Microsoft PivotTable 
ervicc (sec ·igure 1-2). PivotTable Service acts as a driver to manage the connection 
bctw .cn the client and erver. Pivot Table Service shares much of the same code as the 
LAP . crvices server, bringing the server's multidimensional calculation engine, 
·a hin 1 features and query management directly to the client. This comes at a very 
smull computing c st: the disk space required for PivotTable Service is approximately 









BUSINESS PLANNlNG SYSTEM 
lSV Applications 
Excel 9.0 11 AOO MD 
Local storage 
options Cubes files 
r-""J! 
( __ ~ OLEDBCSOLAP 
ROLAPS cubes .. --- - - l ... ---··-····. .. OLE D 
N 
I 
,. Pivot'Iable Service {..: .. , ... 
Analysis Server 
Figure 1-2: PivotTable Service 
PivotTable Service also provides the mechanism for disconnected u age. 
Portions of cubes defined and accessed from a server can be saved on the client for 
later access when disconnected from the network. This functionality can fulfill the 
offiine requirement of the system. Pi otTable Service provides the connectivity for 
Wed-based applications. The ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) extension provides 
multidimensional data access. ADO/MD is the tool for utilizing the full functionality 
of OLAP ervice. 
Th wed interfac will be supported by ActiveX controls called Office Wed 
component . They will provide basic OLAP browsing and charting capabilities. The 
0111r ls available in thi et of components are: 
• Piv tFablc control 
• Spr .adshcct contr l 










The reports that are to be supplied fall into several categories: 
Sales Reports 
Sales reports display sales information by 
• Geographical location 
• Time-Periodic range 
• Products 
• Customers 
• Sales personnel 
Users must be able to slice-and-dice information according to these fields. In 
addition to that sales can be compared with targets and previous years sales for 
growth and performance indices. 
The basic types of reports that are to be provided are 
a) PivotTable of Sales 
b) PivotTable of Sales versus targets and historical data 
c) Chart of Sales versus Time 
d) Chart of Sales by product, customer location or personnel 
e) Charts of Sales Comparison with Time 
Activity based reports 
In addition to sale data operational data includes data from Call reports, non- 
all Rep rt and pportunity report . These data can be used to correlate with sales 
data for indicati n f eff tivene sand performance of sales force. 
The ba ic type of calculation and reports that are to be provided are 
a) st and revenue of customer visit by personnel and period 
b) EfTcctiv' revenue f visit 
Su .ccss rat · of vi its 








BUSINESS PLANNlNG SYSTEM 
e) Chart of revenue/ visit versus time by personnel 
f) Effective revenue per working hour 
g) Average revenue per personnel 
Predictive reports 
Analysts need to do forecasts based on current sales or activity so that they can 
plan and budget for the future. The system should come up with some predictive 
algorithms that can help them in this area. 
The based types of reports that are to be provided are: 
a) Curve-fitting for sales with time 
b) Sales prediction for increased call rate 
c) Sales prediction for increased non-call rate 
1.6 IMPORTANT OR SIGNIFICANCE OF A PROJECT 
This project is to create a system that can analyze sales and operational data 
that is relevant to the business. Data will include sales data call report and non-call 
report data. The focus of this project will be initially on a Sales Force Automation 
System. 
The significances of the BPS ystem are: 
a) Data is in Data mart or Data warehouse for fast retrieval 
All the pcrational data will keep track in the Data mart or Data warehouse 
n matter how large is the data. Data will store systematically to reduce the 











b) Web interface to view dasa 
As mentioned early, web interface allows disconnected users to enter 
corporate network for continue their work thought the Internet. For 
example, a sales manager is viewing a revenue summary for a particular 
region while visiting a regional office. 
c) Analyses data into chart or graph format 
After analysts analyze all the data, they will present the information into 
chart or graph format. This will make users more understanding the 
analyses result. 
d) Screen to allow user to add in planning data 
At this part, users have to fill up a simple form. sers have t insert all the 
relate information such as region, parameters and other . Information 
stated above will be used to make comparison purpose. 
1.7 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
A business planning system should help you not only to prepare for the 
future but also learn from the past by answering the following questions: 
• How do we develop consistent and actionable business plans for all 
field force levels? 
Hy ·01111111111i ating th, ompany's goals both quantitatively and 
qualitativel . field manag r at el ery level will be able to better align their 
efforts 11 ith company's overall objectives. 
Open ·om1111111icatio11 amongst representatives and managers will help to 
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• How do we expand field force knowledge of market potential and 
develop strategies for reaching that potential? 
Managers should have the information & training to analyze their 
perfi ormance relative to their market at both a local and national level. 
• How do we track planned and actual sales achievement in order to 
continually assess and refine strategies? 
Allow managers to understand the impact of their strategies as they are 
implemented in the field. 
Quarterly tracking allows all members of the organization to know how 
well they are doing relative to their individual objectives. 
1.8 PROJECT LIMITATION 
This BPS has certain limitations as below: 
• Firstly, this system is not functioning without the accessibility to the 
Internet. 
• Second, maintenance for the database component is quite difficult and 
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BUSINESS PLANNING SYSTEM 
1.10 DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 
Development strategy is an idea of developing an initial implementation; 
exposing this to user command and refining this through many versions until an 
adequate system has been develop. In developing this project, a sequence of steps in 
followed to accomplish the success of the project. These steps can be divided into five 
sequential phases, although in reality the phase are interrelated and often are 
accomplished simultaneous. 
The five phases are: 
• Requirements 
• System design 
• Coding 
• Testing 
• Operations [ 1] 
These processes are important because they impose consistency and structure 
on the whole project development. These are many process models available in the 
software engineering. There are that has been chosen for this project is the waterfall 
model with prototyping where the stages depicted as cascading from one to another. 
One development stage has to be complete before next begins. 


























Figure 1-4: Waterfall model with prototyping 
1.11 REPORT REVIEW 
The purpose of this report i to document all the researches and phases of 
developing the BPS. Ing neral, this report can be subdivided into 6 chapters. 
Introduction 
The report begins with a simple project introduction. It contains an 
ov rview of the project, the aims and objectives, project scope, 


















Literature review covers the findings regarding statistical technique, 
web application, client I server computing, tools and technologies that 
will go to use. 
System Analysis 
All the requirements of the system including both functional and non- 
functional requirements are explored in this chapter. Besides, the 
methodology used in the project is included in chapter. It also steps 
though features of the development tools to be used for this project. 
System Design 
This chapter describes the logical design of the OP . 1t includes system 
functionality design, system data flow design, system modules design, 
and user interface design and data-entry procedures design. 
System Implementation 
This chapter illustrates the coding and testing process of the BPS.· it 
describes tools to use, way of implementing system, codes writing and 
way of carrying out each implementing task. Besides, ways used to test 
the system are al o included. This includes unit testing, module testing 
and system testing. 
stem valuation 
This chapt r summarized the entire development process of BPS. 
Pr blcm arose during the implementation stage and the relevant 
resolutions are discussed. Besides, system's strengths and limitations 












In this chapter, I generally introduce the system that I will go to develop. I will 
describe what is Business Planning System, objective, significance, project scope, 
schedule and others. 
Besides, I also compare existing system with my system. The main different 
between my system and existing system are my system will use OLAP for analytical 
technology and presenting information in PivotTable and PivotChart. During the 
comparison, I encounter some of the problem that happens in the existing system. I try 
to solve this problem and make sure will not happen in my system. 
The expected outcome for my system is creating a business plannin ) system in 
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2.1 WHAT IS LITERATURE REVIEW 
A literature review is to sufficiently equip the developer with some knowledge of 
the strengths and limitations of several development tools. If helps the developer to know 
some of the existing features offered by a similar system and to get the better 
understanding on the development tools and techniques that can be used in the 
development process. This is a real challenge before a final decision can be reached to 
start developing the system. So that, the developer will know which are right tools should 
be choose to develop the system. 
In the process of developing BPS, this part of the research has been done to 
understand various new concepts, which especially focus on the information and 
information system. A research also has been carried out to compare the current existing 
system with the BPS, which will be developed. New features arc added in BP . 
Review of literature is a background study about the knowledge and information 
gained to develop this project. It enables the developer to get more knowledge on the 
development methodologies used in the project and have an overview of how to improve 
the weakness of the current system and fulfill the requirement needed. 
2.2 COMPARISON WITH EXISTING SYSTEM 
Jn the market now, there has many systems that are similar with BPS such as 
Cartesis Performance Analyzer One Page Planning and Performance, Comshare and 
other . All these sy terns are h Ip organization to generate financial or budget report into 
an effective written document. 
It i quite diff ult to know what are the tools and technologies that a system 
us111 •. All these systems are just advertise how they will help an organization to do 










13USJNtSS J>L/\NN[NG SYSTEM 
Anyway generally, I know that all of them are using the different tools and 
technologies. Some are using Oracle for database maintenance, some are using Open 
Database Connectivity for database connection and some are using Common Gateway 
Interface or HyperText Transfer Protocol for web application programming. The main 
different between my system and existing system are my system will use OLAP for 
analytical technology and presenting data in PivotTable and PivotChart format. 
2.3 PROJECT BACKGROUND STUDY 
2.31 WHAT IS BUSINESS PLANNING SYSTEM 
A business plan is a road map for your business, explaining where you are, where 
you want to go, and how you expect to get there. Good planning is key to a successful 
business. 
To meet the challenges of a changing marketplace, managers at each level of the 
sales organization must think more strategically, while delegating the tactical decisions 
down to the lowest practical level. Field sales managers must develop concise plans on 
how they will achieve the goals established by their company. Where multiple sales 
groups exist, these plans must also address how to coordinate the efforts of 
representatives who share responsibility for the same geography and target audiences. 
When planning is an integral part of the sales organization, the business planning 
system can be used to facilitate sharing of best practices, coaching of field sales 
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Figure 2-1: Planning cycle 
The business planning system provides a structured format (sec Figure 2-1) for 
fulfilling this planning cycle at all levels of the organization. By supporting organization 
in the analysis I diagnosis and planning stages of this cycle, the business planning system 
helps organization meet the challenges of, and understand the opportunities in, their 
market environment. This unique system also provides tracking information, allowing 
continuous assessment and improvement of strategies. 
The business planning system facilitates two-way communication (see Figure 2-2) 
through a software-supported process that enables easy and effective transfer of 
information. Goals and objectives are communicated to field managers from the highest 
levels of the organization prior to the development of field business plans. This focuses 
the field on preparing plans that meet national objectives. The bottom up approach to 
creatin business plans allows managers to take field insights into account prior to 
planning. imultaneously, this process empowers representatives and helps them to assess 
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Figure 2-2: Two-way communication 
2.4 TYPES OF ITEMS REVIEWED 
2.4.1 EXISTING DOCUMENTATION 
The first fact-finding technique is by studying the existing documentation. This 
will give more information and understandable about the system that will going to design. 
First, is to collect and review document that is describe the problem and function of 
bu iness planning system. These include: 
• Inf rmati n systems projects requests - past and present 
• Samples of manual and computerized databases and reports 











All this documentation can find in the Documentation Room at FSKTM, 
reference books or journals in the library. [2] 
2.4.2 RESEARCH AND SITE VISITS 
The second fact-finding technique is exploring the Internet via personal computer. 
There have many organizations, associations or individuals sharing their experience and 
valuable information in the web site. There have immeasurable amounts of information. 
(2] 
2.4.3 INTERVIEWS 
Another fact-finding technique is interview related person. This is a technique 
whereby collect information from individuals through face-to-face interaction. 
Interviewing can be used to achieve any of all of the following goaJs: find facts, verify 
facts, clarify facts, get the end user involves and opinions. [2] 
2.5 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUE 
2.5.1 QUALITATIVE TECHNIQUE 
The qualitative techniques provide a framework with which quantitative 
techniques (including forms of quantitative analyses, such as decision trees and linear 
programming) are brought to bear on a particular problem. The objective of the 
quantitative techniques is to bring together in a logicaJ, unbiased and systematic way, all 
the information and judgment and rating schemed to tum qualitative information into 
quantitative estimates. Quantitative techniques are most commonly used in forecasting 
sorncthin 1 about which amount, type and quality of historical data are limited. 
The commonly use quantitative techniques include Delphi method, Panel of 
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2.5.1.1 Del()hi method 
The point of Delphi Method is to obtain the consensus of a panel of experts about 
a given problem or issue. The method attempts to avoid the possible negative aspect 
associated with group dynamics (e.g. suppression of minority opinions, domination by 
strong individuals who may be incorrect, unwillingness to change public positions and 
bandwagon effects). Therefore, instead of bringing these experts together in a debating 
forum, the Delphi Method relies on the distribution of questionnaires to the experts with 
an admonishment not to discuss the problem among them. They may not know who are 
the other members of the panel are and they are not provided with individual opinions or 
estimates. 
The initial questionnaires may be used to state the problem and to obtain 
preliminary estimates and reason or assumptions behind them. The responses arc then 
summarized and feedback to the panel members with widely differing estimates are asked 
to review the responses and have appropriate, revise their estimates. Through several 
iterations it may be possible to refine the differences between experts to accept the 
majority opinion. If an expert feels strongly about another position and can articulate it 
persuasively, the method will provide a range of opinion, which may be desible in 
conditions of high uncertainty. (3] 
2.5.1.2 Panel of Consensus 
A panel of consensus can be as simple as having teachers sit around a conference 
table and decide collectively on the forecast for a type of question. Bringing teachers from 
various schools together increase the amount of relevant information available to the 
decision maker. A further advantage of the approach is the speed with which forecast can 
be obtained particularly in the absence of complete historical data. This advantage may be 
ofTset by the lack of accountability for the forecast. 
The typical problems of group dynamics will also become apparent here and will 
be compounded by the relative rank of the teachers. Unfortunately, the person with the 










2.5.1.3 Historical Analoeies 
History may be a reasonable guide in situations such as the introduction of a new 
syllabus. This concept is that, the expert analyses the similar situation to the newly 
introduction syllabus and makes a forecasting based on it. 
2.5.2 QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES 
If appropriate and sufficient data are available, then quantitative projection 
technique can be employed such quantitative technique can be further classified into 
categories: 
• Probabilistic (stochastic) techniques 
These techniques focus entirely on patterns, pattern changes and disturbances 
caused by random influences. These techniques include frequency 
distribution, moving-average model, exponential smoothing model, time 
series decomposition, regression models and Box-Jenkins models. 
• Deterministic (causal) techniques 
These techniques incorporate the identification and explicit determination of 
relationship between the factor to be forecast and other influencing factors. 
There include economic models and leading indications. 
Within the listing of probabilistic projected technique, there are essentially two 
approaches. The first approach is the best illustrated by the time series decomposition 
technique. The primary assumption on which this methodology is based is that the data 
can be decomposed into several in observable components such as trend, seasonally, 
cycle and irregularity and that the components can be analyzed and projected into the 
future on an individual basis. The forecast is then merely the combination of the 
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A second approach is associated with the Box-Jenkins and econometric time 
senes modeling methodologies. Their theoretical foundations ate grounded primarily in 
statistical concepts and do not assume that the data are represented by the superposition of 
separate components. Rather, the data have an overall representation in which the 
components are not separately identifiable or specified. 
There is often a further distinction made between tine series and econometric 
methods: although they have strong similarities in their mathematical representation, they 
differ vaster in their estimation methodologies. (3] 
The application of the statistical forecasting methods included: 
a) Joint Forecast of U.S Marital Fertility, Nuptiality, Births and Marriage Using 
Time Series Model [ 4] 
b) Methods for National Population Forecasts: A Review [5] 
c) The Use of Leading Indicators for Forecasting and Analysis: International 
Interdependence of Business Cycle in Manufacturing industry [6] 
d) Sales Forecasting Using Multi-equation Transfer Models [7] 
The quantitative techniques (both probabilistic and deterministic technique) are 
discussed in the following section: 
2.5.2.1 Movine-avernee model 
To implement the moving averages method, first choose a span, the number of 
terms I each moving average. The role of the span is important. If the span is large - say, 
12 month - then many observations go into each average, and extreme values have 
relatively little effect on the forecasts. "The resulting series of forecasts will be much 
smoother than the original series. In contrast, if the span is small - say, 3 months - then 
extreme observations have a larger effect on the forecasts, and the forecast scric will be 











What span should we use? This requires some judgment. lf we believe the ups 
and downs in the series are random noise, then we don't want future forecasts to react too 
quickly to these ups and downs, and we should use a relatively large span. But if we want 
to track every little zigzag - under the belief that each up or down is predictable - then we 
should use a smaller span. [8] 
2.5.2.2 Exponential Smoothing Model 
Exponential smoothing is a method that bases its forecasts on a weighted average 
of past observations, with more weight put on the more recent observations, and it 
requires very little data storage. This is particularly true for companies that routinely 
make forecasts of hundreds or even thousands of items. In addition, it is not difficult for 
most business people to understand, at least conceptually. Therefore, this method finds 
widespread use in the business world, particularly when frequent mid automatic forecasts 
of many items are required. 
There are many versions of exponential smoothing: 
a) Simple exponential smoothing 
Simple exponential smoothing has a single smoothing constant denoted by a 
and the level Lr of the series at time t. The method is defined by the following 
two equations, where Fr+k is the forecast of Yr+k made at time t: 




Equation (2-1) shows how to update the estimate of the level. It is a weighted 
average of the current observation, Yr. and the previous level, L1.1, with 
respective weights a and 1- a Equation (2-2) shows how forecasts are made. 
It says that the k-period-ahead forecast, F1+1<, made of Yi+k in period t is the 
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b) Holt's Model for Trend 
In addition to the level of the series, Lr, Holt's method includes a trend term, 
7~, and a corresponding smoothing constant [J. The interpretation of Lr is 
exactly as before. The interpretation of 1~ is that it represents an estimate of 
the change in the series from one period to the next. The equations for Holt's 
model are as follows: 
Lr = aYr + (I - a)(Lr-1 + Tr-1) (2-3) 
Tt = IX_Lr - Lr-1) + (1 - /3) 1~-1 (2-4) 
Fr+k =Lr+ kT1 (2-5) 
Equation (2-3) says that the updated level is a weighted average of the current 
observation and the previous level plus the estimated change. Equation (2-4) 
says that the updated trend term is a weighted average of the between two 
consecutive levels and the previous trend term. Equation (2-5) says that the k- 
period-ahead forecast made in period I is the estimated level plus k times the 
estimated change per period [8] 
2.6 WEB APPLICATION 
Open Internet standards have changed the architecture of distributed computing 
forever. The basic language of the web, HTML, has become a popular language for 
representing the elements of the user interface cross-platform support for scripting 
languages and Java applets makes if possible to combine dynamic elements with static 
text for a more interactive user experience. Web technologies are used by organization to: 
• Create an nvironment for component- based development 
Enable distribution of application throughout an enterprise 
reate and customize new application quickly 
Update databases remotely by using an ordinary web browser 
Add transaction processing to web applications 
Mana re resources and enable remote system administration 
















2.7 CLIENT I SERVER COMPUTING 
Before exploring into the details of building a Web-based application, it might be 
helpful to review the architecture model of the web, and the roles of the browser and 
server in that model. 
Briefly, client I server is a computational architecture that involves client 
processes request service from server processes. In fact, client I server computing is the 
logical extension of modular programming. Modular programming has as its fundamental 
assumption that separation of a large piece of software into its constituent parts 
("modules") creates the possibility for easier development and better maintainability. 
Client I server computing takes this a step farther by recognizing that those modules need 
not all be executed within the same memory space. 
With this architecture, the calling module becomes the " lient" (that which 
requests a services) and the called module becomes the "server" (that which provides the 
services). The logical extension of this is to have clients and servers running on the 
appropriate hardware and software platforms for their functions. [9) 
2.7.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF CLIENT I SERVER ARCHITECTURE 
The basic characteristics of Client I Server architecture are: 
a) Combination of a client or front-end portion that interacts with the user, and a 
server or back-end portion that interacts with the shared resource. The client 
process contains solution pecific logic and provides the interface between the 
user and the rest of the application system. The server process acts as a 
software engine that manages shared resources such as databases, printers, 
modems, or high-powered processors. 
b) The front-end task and back-end task have fundamentally different 
requirement for computing resources such as processor speeds, memory, disk 
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c) The environment is typically heterogeneous and mulrivendor. The hardware 
platform and operating system of client and server are not usually the same. 
Client and server processes communicate though a well-defined set of 
standard application program interfaces (API's) and (RPC's). 
d) An important characteristic of Client I Server system id scalability. They can 
be scaled horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling means adding or 
removing client workstations with only a slight performance impact. Vertical 
scaling means migrating to a larger and faster server machine or multiserver. 
[l O] 
2.7.2 TWO-TIER ARCHITECTURE 
A two-tier architecture (see Figure 2-3) is where a client talks directly to a server 
with no intervening server. It is typically used in small environments (less than 50 users). 
Early two-tier (Client I Server) application was developed to access larger 
databases and manipulate the data with the user interface into the client application. The 
server's task was simply to process as many requests for data storage and retrieve as 
possible. 
Two-tier application perform many of the functions of stand-alone system: They 
present a user interface, gather and process user input, perform the request processing and 
report the status of the request. This sequence of commands can be repeated as many 
times as necessary. Because servers provide only access to the data, the client uses its 
local resources to perform most of the processing. 
ne major advantage of this model was that by allowing multiple users 
simultaneously access the same application data, updates from one computer were 
instantly made available to all computers that had access to the server. However, this 
approach will usually result in an ineffective system, as the server becomes overwhelmed 
as tile 1111111bcr of clients incrc: .cd. To properly scale to hundred or thousands of users, it 











A two-tier Client I Server modes has several critical limitations: 
a) Not scalable 
The inability of a two-tier approach to grow beyond the physical boundaries 
of a client machine and a server machine prevents this model from being 
scalable. 
b) Unmanageable 
Because we cannot encapsulate business rules and deploy them centrally, 
sharing common process and reusing our work is different at best. 
c) Poor performance 
The binding of the graphical interface to the data source consumes major 
resources on the client machine, which result in poor performance and 
unfortunately, unhappy clients. [11) 
Client Result (retrieved data) Server 
User request (SQL) 
Figure 2-3: Data Access Topology for a two-tier architecture 
2.7.3 TllREE-Tl.ER ARCHITECTURE 
A three-tier architecture is a multitier application also known as n-tier 
architecture. It introduces a server (or an 'agent') between the client and the server the 
' 
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It can provide translation services (as in adapting a legacy application on a 
mainframe to a Client I Server environment), metering services (as in acting as a 
transaction monitor to limit the number of simultaneous request to a given server), or 
intelligent agent services (as in mapping a request to a number of different servers, gather 
the results, and returning a single response to the client). 
Most system will perform the following three main tasks, which correspond to 
three or layer of the n-tier model (see Table 2-1 ): 
.. ····-···-··· . . -··· .. ·-· -- -·- _. -·····-·-···· .. ··- --··-·-·· ··- --~---~--;__;_~ !I~ T_. ~-s_K_. -----~J! .. ~~s~~~°.~ ..... _ .. 
1 Labeled Tier I in the following graphic, this layer 
comprises the entire user experience. Not only does this 
layer provide a graphical interface so that users can internet 
with the application, input data and view the result once the 
client receive it. In web application, the browser performs 
the task of this layer. 
User interface and 
navigation 
~-------····---· ...... -- ---- ~------·-:....:..,· ! __ , ..... -·-- ... • .. -·. -- .. ·-. 
Tier 2, between the interface and data services layers, is the 
' .J domain of the distributed application developer. Business 
I 
. logic, whic~ captures the rules that govern application 
processing, connects the user at one end .with the data at the 
other. The functions that the rules govern closely mimic 
everybody business tasks, and can be a single task or a 
· series of tasks . 
Business logic 
• _........__.. ...... : ,, ·- ~ ....... - .. ·~~ ,_,..~..... .. ·- ··,, ::.;.> .. .;.~·--- -'-· .... ~-· .. 
Shown as Tier 3 in the following graphic, data services are ; 
I 
provided by a structured (SQL, Oracle database) or : 
I ata service 
unstructured (Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft Message 
Queuing) data store, which manages and provides access to 
the application data. A single application may enlist the 
services of one or more data stores. 









This model requires much more analysis and design up front, but greatly reduces 
maintenance costs and increases functional flexibility in the long run. The Figure 2-4 
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2.8 TOOLS AND TECI-INOLOGIES CONSIDERATION 
2.8.l DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM 
2.8.l.l Window 2000 Server 
Windows 2000 Server is the multipurpose network operating system for 
businesses of all sizes. Windows 2000 Server lets you: 
• Share files and printers reliably and securely. 
• Choose from thousands of business applications compatible to run today on 
Windows 2000 Server. 
• Build Web applications and connect to the Internet. 
It provides increased reliability and scalability, lowers your cost of computing 
with powerful, flexible management services, and provides the best foundation for 
running business applications. 
2.8.2 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
2.8.2.1 Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access in a relational database management system used to create and 
manage the relational databases. Using the ODBC driver for Access, data can be retrieved 
from the database in the Client I Server system. It integrates data from spreadsheets and 
other databases, and is the easy way to find answer, share information over lntemets and 
the Intranet, and build faster business solutions. Access allows the user to generate, 
analyze and create reports without hours of work. It integrates ease of use from the data 
entry point to printing in HTML. 
Access offers the following features to make designing and using a database 
easier and make the databases more powerful. 
• Database Wizard 
The I atabase Wizard creates a wide variety of complete databases for tasks 












• Database splitter Wizard 
The front-end I back-end application is an application consisting of two database 
files. The back-end database file contains the tables. The front-end database file 
contains all other database objects (queries, forms, reports, macros and modules) 
and links to the tables in the back-end database. Typically the back-end database 
is located on a network server and copies of front-end database are installed on 
individual users' computer. The Database splitter Wizard creates a front-end I 
back-end application, splitting a database into a back-end containing the data 
(tables) and a front-end containing all other objects and links to the table in the 
back-end. The original database remains unaltered. 
• Run Database utilities on an Open Database 
User can use the Compact Database and Repair Database Subcommands on the 
current database 
• Performance Analyzer 
Users can optimize the performance of some or all the objects in database. The 
Performance analyzer will analyzes the database, suggests the best way to 
optimize its speed and performance and then automatically makes the necessary 
changes as requested. 
• Database Properties 
From the Database Properties command, users can view, change and defines 
database properties, such as title, subject, author and creation data, for use in 
locating and identifying the database. [13] 
2.8.2.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft QL erver 2000 is a family of products that meet the data storage and 
analysis requirements f the largest data processing systems and commercial Web sites. 
The Sarne products can provide easy-to-use data storage and analysis services to an 
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• A modern relational database engme that can scale from runnmg on an 
individual desktop to running the largest Web sites. SQL Server 2000 is 
integrated with Microsoft Windows 2000 fail over clusters to provide 
exceptionally reliable data servers, and integrated with Windows 2000 
authentication and encryption to implement secure systems. 
• Integration into the Microsoft data access environment. SQL Server 2000 
provides native support for ADO, OLE DB, and ODBC. SQL Server also 
introduces integrated support for Web-based application development, 
supporting HTTP access using URLs, and returning data as XM-L documents. 
• An integrated set of Analysis Services tools for performing complex data 
analysis and data mining of data warehouses. 
• Replication services, which allow sites to place copies of data on multiple 
computers to improve overall system performance while keeping the data 
synchronized. 
• English Query, which applications can use to answer ad-hoc user questions. 
When given a string containing a question about the data in a database or data 
warehouse, English Query returns an SQL or MDX statement that can be run 
to get the answer. 
• Full-Text Search which extends the pattern matching capabilities of SQL 
Server 2000 beyond the simple pattern matching available in the SQL 
language, including searches in files stored outside of SQL Server databases. 
• Meta Data Services, which provide facilities for storing, viewing, and 
retrieving descriptions of the objects in your applications and system. 
• Data Transformation ervices (DIS) that make it easier to build OLAP data 
warehouses. DTS provides powerful services that allow records of individual 
tran!)actions to be transformed into summary information stor .d i11 a data 









2.8.3 MICROSOFT DATA ACCESS TECHNOLOGY 
2.8.3.1 Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
ODBC is a standard for accessing data. It was designed to allow the programmers 
to use a common set of routines to access the data stored in database, regardless of the 
type of database in which the data is stored. They can manipulate the data without 
worrying the exactly where the data was stored, or which type of database was storing it. 
It provided interface transparency - the programmer can access an Oracle database in the 
same way they accessed a SQL Server database. (see Figure 2-5) 
Application 
ODDC 
Figure 2-5: ODBC Data Access 
All of the methods for accessing data, the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) is 
the most efficient in terms of execution speed. In terms of programming, it requires the 
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2.8.3.2 OLE-DB 
OLE-DB is faster and easier to use than ODBC. The following Figure 2-6 is a 
picture of data access using OLE-DB. 
r--· -~----- -===:=-_ ~~JJ -l~--·- 
r~~j f :::- ~ -=~-1 . . f~~;,clllin~:-] :~~,-1 ------~··- --------- .......... ~----·--- L ·--·- ·- --· -·- 
Application 
Figure 2-6: OLE-DB Data Access 
As can be seen from the diagram, OLE-DB is very similar to idea of ODBC, but if 
allow access to a much broader range of data stores. In fact, OLE-DB even supports 
database connections through ODBC, so that effectively the generic OLE-DB layer 
allows the connection to legacy database through existing ODBC connections. 
OLE-DB introduces data providers and data consumers. A data provider rs 
something that provides data for data consumers, such as an application written m 










2.8.3.3 ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) 
ADO is an Application Program Interface (API) from Microsoft that lets 
programmers writing windows application get access to relational and non-relational 
database from both Microsoft and other database providers. Like Microsoft's other 
system interfaces, ADO is an object-oriented interface. ADO is a higher-level model than 
OLE-DB, which means that it simplifies some of the complexities of programming with 
OLE-DB. Thus, ADO is much easier to use than OLE-DB. The ADO layer is between the 
applications itself and the OLE-DB layer.(see Figure 2-7) [15] 
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2.8.4 ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGY 
2.8.4.1 Online Analytical Processini:, (OLAP) 
OLAP is an increasingly popular technology that can dramatically improve 
business analysis and makes multidimensional analysis accessible to a broader audience 
and potentially at a significantly lower cost of ownership. 
OLAP Services includes a middle-tier server that allows users to perform 
sophisticated analyses on large volumes of data with exceptional performance. A second 
feature of OLAP Services is a client cache and calculation engine called PivotTable 
Service, which helps improve performance and reduce network traffic. PivotTable 
Service allows users to conduct analyses while disconnected from the corporate network. 
OLAP is a key component in the data warehousing process, and OLAP Services 
provides essential functionality for a wide array of applications ranging from corporate 
reporting to advances decision support. The inclusion of OLAP functionality within SQL 
Server will help make multidimensional analysis more affordable and will bring the 
benefits of OLAP to a wider audience, including not only smaller organizations, but also 
groups and individuals within larger corporations that have been excluded from the 
OLAP industry by the cost and complexity of today's products. 
OLAP Services will increase access to sophisticated analytical tools and can 
reduce the costs of data warehousing. Whereas data warehouses and data marts are the 
data stores for analysis data, online analytical processing OLAP is the technology that 
enable client applications to efficiently access this data. OLAP provides many benefits to 
analytical users. 
For example: 
• An intuitive multidimensional data model makes it easy to select, navigate, and 
explore the data. 
/\11 analytical query language provides power to explore complex business data 
relationships. 
Pre-calculation of frequently queried data enables v 'r y fost r •spons tim 10 ud 











Introduction to cubes 
Cubes (see Figure 4-1) are the main objects in online analytic processing (OLAP). 
A cube is a set of data that is usually constructed from a subset of a data warehouse and is 
organized and summarized into a multidimensional structure defined by a set of 
dimensions and measures. 
A cube provides an easy-to-use mechanism for querying data with quick and 
uniform response times. Pre-calculated summary data called aggregations provides the 
mechanism for rapid and uniform response times to queries. Aggregations are created for 
a cube before end users access it. 
Every cube has a star (see Figure 4-2) or snowflake schemas, which is the set of 
joined tables in the data warehouse from which the cube draws its source data. The 
central table in the schema is the fact table, the source of the cube's measures. The other 
tables are dimension tables, the sources of the cube's dimensions. 
Each cube dimension can contain a hierarchy of levels to specify the categorical 
breakdown available to end-users. Dimension levels are a powerful data modeling tool 
because they allow end users to ask questions at a high level and then expand a dimension 
hierarchy to reveal more detail. (16] 
Introduction to PivotTable Service 
PivotTable Service is used to build client applications that interact with 
multidimensional data. PivotTable Service also provides methods for online and offiine 
data mining analysis of multidimensional data and relational data. PivotTable Service is 
included as part of Analysis Services. 
PivolTable Service is the primary method for interacting with Analysis Services 
in order to accomplish such tasks as connecting to a cube or data mining model, querying 
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2.8.5 WEB DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGY 
2.8.5.1 Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
The CGI is a mechanism for creating scripts on the server, which can then be used 
to create dynamic web application. CGI is the standard way for a Web Server to pass a 
web user's request to an application program and to receive data back to forward to the 
user. When the user requests a web page (for example, by clicking on a highlighted word 
or entering a web site address), the server sends back the requested page. However, when 
a user fills out a form on a web page and sends it in, it usually needs to be processed by 
an application program. The Web Server typically passes the form information to a small 
application program that processes the data and may send back a confirmation message. 
This method or convention for passing data back and forth between the server and the 
application is called the Common Gateway Interface (CGl). It is part of the web's HTfP 
protocol. 
However, CGI has some severe shortcomings. The major one is that it adds an 
extra level to our browser-server model of interaction: namely, it is necessary to run a 
CGI program to create the dynamic page, before the page is processed on the server. 
Also the format in which CGI receives and transmit data means that this data is 
most easily manipulated by many programming languages, hence programming 
languages that has good facilities for manipulating text and communicating with other 
software has to be used. The most able programming languages that can work on any 
operating system for doing this are C, C++ and Perl. Visual Basic does not offer 
sufficiently adequate text-handling facilities and is therefore rarely user with CGI. [15] 
2.8.5.2 Microsoft Active Server Pa2e (ASP) 
A P is Microsoft's most recent Web Server application development technology, 
dcsi med to make it easier for web application developers to create sophisticated web 
application. Because ASP supports VBScript, JavaScript, Perl and other scripting 
Ian rua •cs, web developers do not need to learn an entirely new language. ASP has been 











ASP is an ISAPI extension, which builds on top of the ISAPI infrastructure to 
provide a server-side application framework, making it even easier to build dynamic web 
application. An ASP document contains both HTML syntax and server-side script logic. 
When the Web Server receive an HTTP request for the ASP document, a 'virtual' output 
IITML file is generated (in memory) for the response using a combination of both the 
HTML static information plus any HTML that is generated by scripting. 
Benefit of using ASP 
There are many benefits in using ASP that make it one the most powerful tools 
available for developing sophisticated web application. 
Here are some of the benefits: 
• ASP complements client-side scripting 
• ASP development is easy to learn 
• With the ASP development environment, you can easily leverage existing 
investment and skills. 
• ASP development is compile- free 
• The ASP environment is extensible 
• ASP protects proprietary business algorithms and information [15] 
ASP objects 
Although we can use script in an ASP, this itself exerts constrains on what we can 
actually achieve, as the scripting languages we are using have very limited functionality. 
However they do have useful ability, namely they can act upon objects that are part of 
ASP core engine, by calling their methods and setting their properties. ASP provides a 
distinctive set of objects that we can manipulate using scripting languages. There are six 
build in objects provided by the ASP core engine, which we cam use in our server 
programs, nlike other object models, such as the browser Object Model, the ASP build 
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The Object Model provides us with a Server Object, which has method and 
properties that offer general utility functions that we can use through scripts. The server 
object represents the environment in which our pages run, and the remaining 5 objects are 
used to make up an Active Server application. These objects are Server, Application, 
ObjectContext, request, Response and Session. (see Table 2-2) 
........  -··-····· -· ' ·-· ···---··--····· ~·-·· _ - ~·--·-· ---·--·-- _,. ._ ,_,,,,_,_,.,_,, .. , -·-·· ···-··-··-·- .. ····· - ······ ~··- - . ----·-···-···- ·······--·-·- 
! ~~~?.F. ?~J:.~r., .. ~ .. ---;···~·'.-'··-··---- .J .. ~~?~~'"- . . . . 
r:~rObject - - -- --- i ~;:::rvcrobjccIB, HTML streams 
Application Object 
Share information between users of an i 
ASP application. 
t 
,. . . . .. . ··- · -------'··-·- -·--··-,.- ----------------,' 
j Commit or abort a transaction that is 
ObjectContext Object I managed by Microsoft Transaction 
! Server. l 
....................... -- .. -- ... -- .. ---·· ...... _ ""' -- . . -·-·· ---·· - - ! • . .. - • .. .... r~~uesi bbject .. . . · lr-~-:e_:_:_:_:_:-t:-· :_:_:_;_:_:_~-w-ae-t~o-~-lr-:as_w_:-::-.-to--: 
................ - •·•· , .,,.. ··-· -• ··•" ... --- .. - ., • .._ __ _..  ....;~. • ~ ...• ., I 
[ Response Object ;j Sends text output to the web browser. 
I i~i=-o~i:~ : - --- - ---- --- : :::::::::.::f::::on u~ed during i 
r '. -~ •• _._: •·• - -··--,•·· • .C;, ~ .. _.._~, - ,\_,.._._ ... ~-M, ~ ,., '..__,,, ,._·', "' >~•·, 1, .. ~'-'- , .,_.,J 
Table 2-2: The six build in ASP object. 
2.8.5.3 Comparison between ASP and CGI 
ASP provides all of the functionality of CGI application in an easier to use and 
more robust environment. ASP is an easier way for your server to access information in a 
form not readable by the client (such as an SQL database) and then act as a gateway 











With CGI, the server creates as many processes as the number of client requests 
received. The more concurrent request there are, the more concurrent processes created 
by the server. However creating a process for every request is rime-consuming and 
requires large amounts of server RAM. In addition, this can restrict the resources 
available for sharing from the server application itself, slowing down performance and 
increasing wait times on the web. 
ASP runs in the same process as Web Server, handling client requests faster and 
more efficiently. It is much easier to develop dynamic content and web application with 
ASP. [17] 
2.8.6 WEB APPPLICATION TOOLS 
2.8.6.1 Micl'osoft Visual lntel'Dev 6 
Visual InterDev is a comprehensive, Web based application development tool. It 
provides an integrated environment that brings together various technologies to work 
toward a common goal of building robust and dynarnic application for the web. It 
achieves this integrated development environment through the use of its Microsoft 
Development Environment, also employed by Visual J++. User can open and work on 
Visual J++ project while simultaneously creating Visual InterDev project. This feature 
greatly enhances productivity, especially when building components using the Microsoft 
Component Object Model (COM) and incorporating these objects into the Visual 
lnterDev application. It can also open multiple Visual InterDev projects within the same 
workspace. 
Visual lnterDev enables the developers to build application that are dynamic and 
interactive. Visual InterDev enables the developer to build dynamic web pages through 
the use of lient and Server side script. By default, Visual InterDev supports the use of 
VB cript and Jscript. 
Database integration vital to an application Visual InterDev provides a rich and 
robust set if visual datab: .c tools to immediately enhance your productivity. Visual 
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Visual lnterDev supports the major object based technologies that exist for 
developing Web-based application, including ActiveX Controls and Java applets. 
Transformation of script code into 'Object-based' functions such as scrip lets and using 
them within the Visual InterDev project can be done. Visual InterDev supports the use of 
third party ActiveX Controls and enables the use to integrate custom ActiveX control. 
Furthermore, Visual InterDev enables single developer to work and test parts of a 
project against local web server without interfering with the team then synchronize and 
deploy changes to the shared Master Web Server. 
It adds database connections to a web site without any programming, including 
visually setting connection properties such as cursor drivers, query time out, etc. it also 
drags and drop from the Data Environment to quickly create sophisticated data driven 
HTML forms. 
Query Builder allows developers to visually construct complex SQL statements 
against any ODBC database. Test any query in the live test pane before using within a 
web page. 
The Visual Database Tools in Visual InterDev now provide enhanced support for 
Oracle databases, as will as Microsoft SQL Server. [ 18] 
2.8.6.2 Microsoft Front Paite 
The Microsoft FrontPage 2000 Web site creation and management tool gives 
everything need to create and manage exactly the site whether creating a 
personal Web page or a corporate Internet or intranet site. And because it works like the 
rest of Microsoft Office Premium, FrontPage 2000 is easy to learn and use. Create, edit, 
manage, and update sit all from one easy-to-use application. The multiple views in 
FrontPa c 2000 allow to see all the files in Web, run reports to find slow pages and older 










For example, can create and edit Web pages in Page View, use Folders View to 
see all the content on Web, and then set up how these pages link to one another in 
Navigation View. [19] 
2.8.6.3 Comparison between Microsoft Front Pa2e and Microsoft Visual Interdev 
Visual InterDev is a web development tool designed for programmers, while 
Microsoft FrontPage is a web-authoring tool designed for non-programmers. Microsoft 
FrontPage is a member of the Microsoft offline family and looks and works like other 
Microsoft Visual Developments tool, including Microsoft Visual C++, Microsoft Visual 
J++, and Microsoft Visual FoxPro. 
Because most web sites are created by terms of people, including both 
programmers and non-programmers, Visual lnterDev and Microsoft FrontPage 
interoperate so that teams of people with different sets of skill can work together on the 
same web site. Web masters, technical developers, database administrators and MIS 
personnel would require Visual InterDev. On the other hand, content publishers - such as 
sales, marketing, graphic arts and finance- would need FrontPage. [20) 
2.8.7 SCRIPTING LANGUAGE 
2.8.7.1 VISUAL BASIC SCRIPTING <VBScript) 
VBScript is powerful. It was designed to provide client-side scripting capabilities 
within Microsoft's Internet Explorer web browser. Various capabilities of VBScript can 
be used to develop richly interactive web pages that respond to user input in an intelligent 
manner. 
YQScript is easier to use because it is based on the easy-to-learn BASIC 
(Beginner's all Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) language. In fact, VBScript is a free 
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YBScript code is lightweight, fast and optimized to be transmitted via the 
Internet. Because VBScript code is lightweight, it can be quickly transmitted to users 
browsing a Website. 
The onJy learning curve in VBScript is to figure out how does the language 
integrates with the environment in which it is implemented or used. Such environment 
can be Windows Operating System. 
2.8.7.l JAVA SCRIPTING (JavaScript) 
JavaScript is a relatively new scripting language, developed by Netscape 
Communication and Sun Microsystems, which have rapidly gained popularity among 
Internet developers. JavaScript preceded the European ornputer Manufacturers 
Association (EMCA) standard and it was the first web scripting language for dynamic 
interaction and content. 
Java.Script is easy-to-use and designed for creating live online applications. It is 
analogous to VBScript. Like VBScript, JavaScript is based on a programming language. 
Basic online applications and functions can be added to web pages with 
JavaScript, but the number and complexity of available API functions are less than what 
is available with Java. JavaScript code, which can be included in a web page along with 
the HTML code, is generally considered easier to write than the Java language itself. 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter 2, I will review all the documentation related with my system. I 
compare several tools and technologies that are useful for my system. By reviewing these 
things, l will get more idea and information for my system. I compare a.JI these tools and 
technologies to make comparison. From here, I will know whether feature for these tools 
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After the literature survey, the next step is to perform a detailed analysis. 
System analysis is an attempt to understands how the system can help to solve the 
problem. A complete understanding of software requirements is essential to the 
success of a software development effort. The overall emphasis is to gather data and 
requirements for the new system and to consider alternative solutions to the problem 
within these constraints and the feasibility of these solutions. 
3.2 METHODOLOGY 
As mentioned either in the chapter 1 introduction, waterfall modes (see Figure 
1-4) has been introduced in a developing the whole project. This methodology is very 
important in order to make sure that the project has been well planned from the 
beginning stage until the end of this project. To guarantee the success of this project, 
research has been on the related fields and system planning based on the approaches 
provided. The steps are explained in the following subsections. [ 1] 
3.2.1 PLANNING 
The first phase is to identity the problems and objectives of this project. This 
step is very important because addressing the wrong objectives would waste 
subsequent time and lead to the failure at last. The objective of this project is to build 
a wed based application that allows users to store and retrieve the multidimensional 
data. It brings several advantages to the users. It provides the service for the users to 
analysis data in a faster way. Users would have easy access to the BPS as long as they 
get hook up on the Internet. 
ln identifying the problems, there are a few steps that can be followed to 
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3.2.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
The next phase comes to analyzing the system needs. In this phase, the system 
is analyses by looking the functional requirement and non-functional requirements of 
the system. They are elaborated in section 3. 3. 
3.2.3 SYSTEM DESIGN 
In this phase of the systems development life cycle, the information collected 
is needed to accomplish the logical design of the system. Accurate data flow 
procedures are planned so that the processes within the system are correct. [2] 
3.2.4 TESTING 
System testing is very important to assure the quality of the system. The goal 
of testing is to find the faults in the codes. 
3.2.5 OPERATION 
The process of charging a system after it has been delivered and is in use is 
called software maintenance. The charges may involve simple charges to correct 
existing errors, more extensive to correct design error or significant enhancements to 
correct specification. [ 1] 
3.2.6 PROTOTYPING 
This phase is to create a prototype according specification that are specify in 
the system design phase. With a prototype model, users will more understanding how 











3.3 ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
The Process of analysis involves the following procedures 
• Problem identification 
• Evaluation and synthesis 
• Modeling 
• Specification 
3.3.1 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
Before a new system can be built, we must identify the problem that needs to 
be solved in order to ensure the success of this project. For BPS, the problem is how 
to store, retrieve and manage a large amount of multidimensional data in a database 
system in an effective and efficient way, how to use the information to do analysis, 
calculation reporting. In additional, another problem would be to determine how to 
improve the performance of the system in transmitting large data. 
3.3.2 EVALUATION AND SYNTHESIS 
In this stage, analysis of the problems needs to be done by dividing the 
problems into small parts (invoking the "divide and conquer" technique) so that the 
problem will be easier to be understood and solved. The following problems are 
system requirements that must be considered: 
• What kind of database is used to store the images? 
• Using the relational DBMS or object oriented DBMS? 
• How are the multidimensional data stored DBMS? 
• How to index the data? 
• Who manages the data? 
• Who will be able to summit images to the system? 
• How to do analysis? 
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3.3.3 MODELLING 
We create models to gain a better understanding of the actual entity to be built. 
The model focuses on what the system must do, usually a graphical notation (such as 
data flow diagram) is used to depict information, processing, system behavior and 
other characteristics. 
3.3.4 SPECIFICATION 
The requirement specification is a complete listing that defines what the 
system should do. It will be used the system design and system testing. [ 1] 
3.4 ANALYSIS 
Requirement analyses cover the area of functional and non-functional 
requirements of BPS. The functional requirements can be categorized to the reporting 
section, the database management section and the analysis and forecasting section. 
3.4.1 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
3.4.1.1 Reporting Module 
Output Module 
This is the major service provided to the general users (all the staff in a 
organization) to look for report as well as information related with the organization. 
The system provides 3 type of display: 
• Full record - display of the full information of a particular item selected 
• Reporting analysis - display the results after analysis by using the selected 
data. 











Data entry Module 
The system provides several options to enable users to get the information and 
report they need. The options provided by the system include: 
• Select report - user are allow to choose the report, they want to view 
• Select display format - user can either choose report to be display in 
PivotTable or PivotChart format 
• Select field - user can add in some of the field to the report to get more 
information 
3.4.1.2 Database Management Module 
This module only can access by user like managers or executives. This module 
allow managers or executives to: 
• Edit data or information - they have the authority to edit the information 
such as user profile, operational data in the database. 
• Update data or information - they have key in new operational data or user 
profile after collect all the new data from other divisional office. 
3.4.1.3 Analysis and Forecasting Module 
This module only allows managers or executives to do analysis of 
multidimensional data. They use all the operational data compare with the target and 
generate report to the general user. They also use the previous year sales data to do 
forecasting. 
3.4.2 NON FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
Non-functional requirements are as important as functional requirements. It is 
defined as constraints under which the system must operate and the standards, which 
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3.4.2.l User Jnterface 
The system is required to have an interface that is specifically intended to 
allow the user to access the internal components of that system in a relatively easy 
fashion and without having to know specifically how everything is put together or 
how it works together. Common interface must be created in order to reduce the 
learning curves of the users. For example, saving and retrieving in are windows 
program is the same basic process as in all other window-based application. 
3.4.2.2 Reliability 
This system should be reliability, which means that it does not produce 
dangerous or costly failures when it is used in a reasonable manner. That is in a 
manner that a typical user experts is normal. This definition recognizes that a system 
may not always use in the ways that the designer experts. 
3.4.2.3 Efficiency 
Efficiency means a process or a procedure that can be called or accessed in an 
unlimited number of times to produce similar outcomes or outputs at a creditable pace 
or speed. 
3.4.2.4 Simplicity 
Simplicity refers to keeping forms and screen properly uncluttered in a manner 
that focuses the user attention. 
3.4.2.5 Maiotenance 
A product is maintainable if the programs are easily modified and tested in the 
case of updating a process to meet a new requirement, correcting errors, or move to a 












Understandability in terms of the coding method used, allows other 
programmers to understand the logic of program flows, thus changes can be made 
easily upon the necessary program segments without modifying other 'users can use 
this system with out difficultly. 
3.5 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM (DFD) 
A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical technique that enables analysts to 
depict information flow in an information system. It allows how the data flow into the 
system, how they are transformed and how they leave the system. DFD provides a 
mechanism for functional modeling as well as information flow modeling. The 
components of the DFD consist of the following items shown in the Table 3.1. 
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3.6 DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAMMING 
TECHNOLOGY 
This section will identify the suitable programming languages, development 
tools, server, database system and implementation platform that are used to develop 
the system. An analysis has been done in making the decision. The ideal solution for 
this project is easy to develop and deploy and also easy integration with the latest 
emerging technologies. 
3.6.1 WINDOW 2000 SERVER 
The Window 2000 Server was chosen to form the implementation platform. It 
was chosen primarily caused by some reason. Firstly, Window 2000 Server 
workstations allow users to control over access to files and other resources on their 
machines. The user can take advantage of various features of the NT logon process to 
control who can access the computers and set file permissions so that valuable data is 
protected from intruders even if the hard driver is physically removed. It is important 
because security is high risk for a company. Secondly, the Graphical User Interface 
for Window 2000 Server was user-friendly and ease to use. This means the user can 
shorten the learning time and save the cost to follow the course. 
3.6.2 INTERNET INFORMATION SERVER (US) 5.0 
This is the web server chosen for this project. IIS is chosen because users and 
groups from IIS were integrated with NT users and groups. It is important because 
Window 2000 Server was chosen as the network operating system for the new system. 
Further more, IIS is easy to develop and a powerful application that can be 
created through ISAPI and Active Server Page (ASP). ASP is supported by various 
languages such as VBScript, PERL, and JavaScript. IIS includes great sample 












3.6.3 MIRCOSOFT ACTIVE SERVER PAGES (ASP) 3.0 
ASP was chosen as the programming language technology because it is 
possible to use all the power of a real computer language right in the Web page. The 
user doesn't need to write complicated C code to interface with the Web Server and 
then compile it into an executable or DLL file. All they need to do is creates HTML 
page and then put programming code along side the HTML for then to work together. 
ASP solves all the problems associated with CGI and server APis. ASP is 
simple to learn and easy to use. ASP makes it much quicker and easier to create 
highly interactive Web sites. It also makes the pages easier to maintain and update in 
the future. (4] 
3.6.4 HYPERTEXT MARKUP LANGUAGE 
This is the basic language required to display text, images and so forth on the 
web page. lt is a simple system for defining the appearance and functionality of 
hypertext document published via the World Wide Web. (5] 
3.6.5 MICROSOFT SOL SERVER 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server is chosen as the database server it is the best database 
solution to be used with Window 2000 Server. SQL Server is able to handle a large 
amount of data. 
SQL Server allows the developer to define up to 32767 databases. A total of 2 
million tables can be defined with each of 32676 databases. A table is allowed to 
define up to 250 columns. This means that SQL Server can manage to store a vast 
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3.6.6 ONLINE ANALYTICAL PROCESSING (OLAP) 
After consider, OLAP application was chosen because 
• Fast 
Can delivery fast analysis of multidimensional data. Most queries can be 
delivered to the user in five seconds or less 
• Analysis 
Performs basic numerical and statistical analysis of the data, predefined by 
an application developer or defined ad hoc by the user. 
• Information 
Accesses all the data and information necessary and relevant for the 
application, wherever it may reside and nor limited by volume. [6] 
3.6. 7 VBSCRIPT 
After consider several languages that are available in the market, VBScript 
was chosen as the main scripting language. ld is because VBScript is the default 
scripting language of Active Server Pages. The approach is chosen because it is 
simple to implement and no additional software is required besides Window 2000 
Server and Internet Information Server 5.0. [7] 
3.6.8 MICROSOFT VISUAL INTERDEV 6 
After surveying the development tools, it is decided that Microsoft Visual 
InterDev will be used to develop the Web application as it provides a friendly 
development environment to develop Web application. Visual InterDev is used to 
create and edit content, and the content is automatically uploaded to the Web Server. 
When the system includes a database connection, Visual InterDev allows viewing and 
interacting with the data on the database server. The Microsoft Web Browser is 
integrated with Visual InterDev to view Web pages during development. Beside that, 











3.7 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
3. 7.1 SERVER SYSTEM REQUTREMENTS 
• A server with at Jest Pentium 133 MHz processor or above 
• At least 32MB of RAM 
• At least 400MB of free space in hard disk 
• Network connection with recommended bandwidth at 1 OMbps or more 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
3.7.2 CLIENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
• A computer with at least Pentium 1 OOMHz processor or above 
• At least I 6MB of RAM 
• Network connection through existing network configuration or modem 
(recommended at least 14.4 Kbps) 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
After review very tools, techniques and technologies, I had made comparison 
between these tools, techniques and technologies. I had made decision to choose all 
the tools, techniques, and technologies that are suitable for my system to perform a 
good system. Tools, techniques and technologies I will go to use are: 
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4.1 BPS'S DATABASE DESIGN 
BPS database is a relational database model. The relational database model is 
implemented through a very sophisticated Relational Database Management System 
(RSBMS). The most important advantage of the RDBMS is the ability to implement 
the Relational Model, which lets the user I designer operate in a human logical 
environment RDBMS takes care of all of the complex physical details. Thus, the 
relational database is perceived by user to be a collection of tables in which data are 
stored. 
Each of the table is a matrix consisting of series of row or column intersection. 
Tables, also known as relations, are related to each other by sharing a common entity 
characteristic. For example, RecTy rs one of the fields m 
Job _Rpt_ Day_ Tran_ Current table. This common attribute between these tables makes 
it easy to connect data from these tables, which are completely independent from one 
another. [I] 
Transfer data to a single MS SQL Server 2000 database, and build a 
customized MS Excel 2000 front end. This provides data-entry screens for both 
forecast sales and financial data as well as an element of fixed reporting, such as 
profit-and-loss accounts. 
4.1.1 OLAP CUBES 
In addition, MS OLAP Services creates a cube (see Figure 4-1), which is then 
used by OLAP Work, via Excel, for all flexible reporting requirements. The single 
database covers several issues; different units of measurement, weekly versus 
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The system replaces the previous system without requiring rewrites to three 
existing data feeds (two from external sales person providing weekly and monthly 
actual sales information, and an internal data extract from a separate system for 
products distributed internally). 
This information, together with the forecast data entered via the Excel front- 
end, is processed into a single cube used by OLAP Work. In addition, financial 
information such as prices and costs, is entered via the Excel front end and stored in 
the same SQL Server 2000 database, but not used by the cube. This information is 
used to generate fixed financial reports. 
The cube is processed immediately following any new data loads or hierarchy 
changes. This prevents the need for specific weekly cube builds that the old system 
required. The front end also gives additional capabilities such as hierarchy 
maintenance. 
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4.1.2 BUILDING THE OLAP CUBES 
First, is mapping the initial database schema to the multidimensional model. In 
most OLAP implementation, it is assumed that the data has been prepared for analysis 
through data warehousing, whereby information has been extracted from operational 
systems, validated, and summarized prior to incorporation into an OLAP application. 
This is a vital step in the process, which ensures that the data being viewed by the 
OLAP user is correct, consistent and matches organizational definition for data. 
To define a cube, can either choose a star or snowflake schemas. After that 
select a fact table and identify measures within the fact table. Then select or create 
dimensions, each composed of one or more columns from another table. A star 
schema is chosen for the BPS. The following figure (see Figure 4-2) shows a star 
schema that had build for BPS. 
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After define a new cube, can design its aggregations. Designing the 
aggregations it to specifies the summarization strategy. After you design the 
aggregations of a new cube, a simple analysis can be done based on the aggregations. 
A cube can be change or its source data can be changes to update the data. 
4.1.3 ENTITY RELATIONSHIP (E-R) MODEL 
An E-R model provides a simplified picture of the relationship among entities. 
It is a tool that is commonly used to: 
• Translate different views of data among managers, and users to fit into a 
common framework (see Figure 4-3). 
• Define data processing and constraint requirements to help us meet the 
different news. 












Figure 4-3: Entity-relationship for BPS 
4.1.4 DATA DICTIONARY 
The data dictionary is used to provide a detailed accounting of all tables found 
within the user I designer created database. Thus the data dictionary contains (at least) 
all the attribute manes and characteristic for each table in the system. In short, the data 
dictionary contains metadata (data about data). Data dictionary for BPS database is 










4.2 SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION DESCRIPTION 
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Figure 4-4: Structure chart of the BPS 
The structure of the system in shown is shown Figure 4-4. This system 
architecture makes .function allocation among of four main components: 
a) Database maintenance component 
This component consists of functions associated with collecting data 
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b) Analysis and forecasting component 
This component is associated with the functions analyzing the sales 
data, do forecasting on past year sales by applying the Moving Average 
Method. 
c) Reporting component 
This component generates several report types including the 
forecasting report and the analyzed report. All the reports will be presenting in 
PivotTable or PivotChart format. Any user can access to this function through 
the main menu. 
d) Help 
Online documentation ts provided to the users through the help 
component. 
All this components will describe in detail in the following sections. 
According to the functions that are provided by this system. 
4.3 COMPONENT DETAIL DESIGN DESCRIPTIONS 
This section will describe the detail design for each component in the in the 
following format (see Table 4-1): 
.---~ --- ~--- ·····-~ .. ·-~· ----~···~~ ~----· -- .. ·--·-····-·- , _ .. _ ,, ,_ .. , , __ , _ -· ··------- ···-··" •··········· ··- ·---· -·-·-· -- ·····--- .. -·~· -·--· ··-·- 
Function 
Specific function allocated to the component with 
additional detail as required, including requirements 
derived by stepwise refinements of functions allocated 
to the component. (3] 
...---_c_-'---'-_:......----~ -·---~·- •·'"""·--"~'"'····-·--·-.~ -. .. ---  .. ,.- .. "'"'"''-"'"' ~- · 
Control ·d~tails ~f~ ~p\Tered -in jhe section, depicting the 
order of processing, including the data flow diagram for 
each module. [3] 
Sequential Control 
Features 











Data required to deploy the system in the 
application are including all the files, 
records and fields needed for the 
•···----· . ,,_ - 
application. [3] 
Application Data 
Table 4-1: Format to describe each component 
4.3.1 COMPONENT DATABASE MAINTAINANCE 
4.3.1.1 Function 
As shown in Figure 4-4, this component shall provide the following functions 
(see Table 4-2) to the users: 
l Archiving 
• '''..... ., •• ,, , "" • " •• ,.,, ••• , ••.• ~ •• ¥ " ~ .. "'·~·· ~ ..,,,_, _ _ ····~- -., _ • ,.. • .. (~=.::::...:=· .. ········· ··········=::=::;:;:::_··· .. ....;__ . p- .. 
:i .. ~~~~tion 1: • • < :· · : ':.~ .. · ·•······ · · .JI'.~~~~~~:~~~".· : \ .. :> '1_'~ .••. •· . .. ••.••. V .: . ::i.j 
The function that verify and validate the I 
I 
authorized users to manipulate the I 
···-··············-·· ·- ··-······· _I -~~t~~~-~~:........... . -··· . ··········· I 
,..,,.::---':_.i--./ . ..;.;;;.'.n,;.;.;.==;;,;....c.;~--,.,........_..,,...-....,......,.....,.....,.,"'=-',..........:--·-:-i· '/l \T~~ii~e~:~on .. :~1.1· r,~lii~~. ~~? ~o ~;Y ~. l 
........ ';~11~11~i;,'.;~ :~11~1;~:~~t~l~,;~;;TP": 
..-------------------; 
· This function will update the operational 
! data and the user log in information in 
It.he database. . ··- _ -·· __ 
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The authorized users such as manager or executive can make any changes in 
the collections of the operational data: including update records, add new records and 
deleting. For the user such as sales person can access to this component but cannot 
make any changes. Besides those listed function, this component also should generate 
an error message on every mistake of the user. 
4.3.1.2 Sequential Control Features 
The order of the processing in this component is represent by the data flow 
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As shown in the DFD in the Figure 4-4, every time before the users can access 
to the database, they must be verified as an authorized user. A user can try at most 
three times to log into the system. An error message regarding to the log in process 
should be generate every time the users had made mistake. 
After the managers login to the system, they must select the data they want to 
edit. They are required to key in the type and detail of the data in the table. After the 
users confirmed their modification action, the system shall lookup the database for the 
particular record and updates the changes that the users have done. It there is no 
existing record, and then the system shall add a new record into the table. For the 
sales person, they allow to use the information in the database but not edit. 
The same process id applied when the users try to manipulate the user log in 
information except that the users are not allowed to add new user to the database or 
delete an existing record in the user record. The users should be validate and verify 
again when they try to modify the user information. 
4.3.1.3 Application Data 
The data that are required to display this component are as following: 
a) All fields in sales data: table Job , Rpt_Day _Tran_ Current 
b) All fields in activity based data: table Cal_ Rpt, Cal _Rpt_Prod, Non Cal 
c) All fields m setup data: table Staf, Job_Staf_Targ_RZ, 
Job_ Staf _ Targ_ RZ _MPG 
Refer to the Table 4-3 for the detail description on the attributes associated 
with each table listed above. The action that is applied to the listed fields included the 
update, delete, add new record and read command. To validate the data entities in this 











The meaning of C, R, U and D is followed 
• Created (same as SQL INSERT command) 
• Read ( same as SQL SELECT command) 
• Updated (same as SQL UPDATE command) 
• Delete (same as SQL DELETE command) 
The 'X' shows that there is an input from or output to the table to the 
associated event. The row that has no entities means that it does not refer or affect 
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4.3.2 COMPONENT ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING 
4.3.2.1 Function 
As shown in Figure 4-4, this component shall provide the following functions 
(see Table 4-4) to the users: 
Analysis 
This function shall analysis the data that 
base on the user inputs from the Data 
Entry function. 
Table 4-4: Function in component Analysis 
This component can access by user such as manager or executives. The range 
of year that the users can forecast is depends on the records that are currently kept in 
the database. 
4.3.2.2 Sequential Control Features 
The order of processing for generate analysis function is shown in Figure 4- 7 
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4.3.2.3 Application data 
The data that are request to deploy this component are as following: 
a) All fields in Sales data: table Job_ Rpt _Day_ Tran_ Current 
b) All fields in Activity Based data: table Cal_Rpt, Cal_Rpt_Prod, Non_Cal 
The users are allowed to choose which fields they want to analysis and range 
of time for that analysis. The following CRUD matrices (see Table 4-5) have defined 
to validate the data entities in this component. 
. . _ . ., ._ _,., .. ,._, ··-······---··-~·--····•"·"·~· .. ·-··-·,,····-·- .. ···· ----- . 
r--~-0J-\~-jj-i;,-:;-i;'_i_iJJl~t;tiJ~lliLJ~,~~i(~~))il~)1lk~2Bt~~i~1 
Lookup the year that are 1nnr-:11 1  !r lr-;!Di 
11 
_ II --- IL )( 11 ., i 
11 
x I ! ~~~i-'~~,~~~-~~~~~~-5.~--- .... J I_ ---- I I . - j ---- - __ _J - - .J __l _J 
~g'.~-~e·_·t~~Ni-~1~0-.•'-•_.-•.-·-----·-·-··_----•i_il rj,,>;i!l-····---···-._.· • -·-•-•!P••---·-~-·····•-·:-_JI•----_-, _- --_, :··l[._•···-····-·---.- 011•·····-_. __ ·--.- .• _•--·····L.Jl.L~.JIO!i>;<(j 
1~~~~5.~~-5.~~~------~c11- w---inr-1~-- __ Jon 
Calculate average depend !~f"71G-:r-·-1nnnfln 
on __ thespan . _JI .i 11-- · _ T -- ) _lj_-._--_--. J --\j-• ~.-:II•_•·_.· J 
Lookup the fields and ii 1 -l l I ~---i 
! Ii 1· I 
range of time to perform J I I X l ) ! X j 
analysis i \ 1 I I ! , 
----------------------------------- ----------- ----- --------- ------- ----------- ----- j ------------------·- .. .I -- - - _J .. -·---- --------- - .. ., --- -·- - ---- - - --· .J - -- . - .. J .. . -' ---- ---- l 
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L~-~~~-~~iso~------- JI ..... ![~_][~JC][ lLJDCJ 
Table 4-5: Matrices 
Forecasting 
As shown in the table 4-5, the users are not allowed to add new or delete a 
record from the database. Also, users are not allowed to edit the cube, this function 












4.3.3 REPORTING COMPONENT 
4.3.3.1 Function 
As shown in Figure 4-4, this component shall provide the following function 
(see Table 4-6) to the users: 
Data entry 
This function require users to input the j 
time or the type of report they want to l 
' 
browse 
Table 4-6: Function for component 
4.3.3.2 Sequential Control Features 
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4.3.3.3 Application data 
The data that are required to deploy this component are as following (see 
Table 4-7): 
a) All the fields in sales data: table Job_ Rpt _Day_ Tran_ Current 
b) All the fields in activity-based data: table Cal_Rpt, Cal_Rpt_Prod, Non_Cal 
against Event in component Reporting 
All data that retrieve from the cube are for display purpose only. The changes 













As shown m Figure 4-4, this component shall provide the online 
documentation to the users. This component shall provide the following topics in the 
online documentation. 
a) Browse report - description on how to manipulate the browse report 
function. 
b) Forecasting - description on how to manipulate the forecast function. 
c) Analysis - description on how to manipulate the analysis function. 
d) Database maintenance - description on how to manipulate the database 
maintenance function 
The documentation on those topics should in both text and graphical format. 
All the users are allow entering to this component. 
4.3.4.2 Sequential Control Features 
The users may activate this function in this component from any other 
component in this system. They can read a topic at a time. They also can navigate 
back and forward in this component. 
4.3.4.3 Application data 
This component does not require any data from the database. Thus, there are 
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4.4 WEB PAGES DESIGN 
User interface plays a very important role in determining the quality of an 
information system. User interface is the component of the system that communicates 
with the users. Therefore, the input data collected from the users and output data 
generated for the users depend on a well-designed user interface. The interface design 
should meet the objectives for effectiveness, accuracy, ease of use, consistency, 
simplicity and attractiveness. 
4.4.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES 
The general principles that should be applied m user interface design are 
mentioned in the following sections. 
a) Consistency 
A consistent format for command input, menu selection, data output 
and other interface function should be maintained. An inconsistent user 
interface will only lead to confusion. 
b) Meaningful feedback 
Feedback including proper and error message are displayed for a 
particular case to ensure that users do not panic when errors occur. 
c) Robustness 
System should be able to protect itself from errors and handle certain 
mistakes caused by the user input. This can be achieved by validating and 
verifying the users' input at the users' side. 
d) Request for confirmation 













Help is an important module in any system to provide the guideline to 
the users using the system. 
4.4.2 INFORMATION DISPLAY 
Information display is an important issue. The misplacing of information may 
confuse the users and lead to misconception on the results. 
• Display information that is relevant to the current context 
• Use consistent label and colour 
• Provide meaningful error messages 
• Use the presentation format that promotes ease of understanding the 
information. 
4.4.3 DATA INPUT 
Guidelines on data input: 
• Minimize the number of input action required 
• Use mouse to select predefined sets of input 
• Allow user to control the interactive flow 
4.4.4 USER INTERFACE DESIGN OF BPS 
During the user interface design stage, the following issues have been taken 
into consideration: 
• A consistent format for command input and menu selection 
• Error messages for the invalid input value 
• Use consistent label and color 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter is discussing the system design. In this chapter I discuss on three 
main component of my system that are database maintenance component, analysis 
and forecasting component and reporting component. For each this component, I 
discuss about their function, sequential control feature and application data. From the 
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5.1 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
5.l.1 STARTlNG OFF 
After preparing all the resources, servers and development tools installations 
are the very first step before development work begins. The significant for using 
Microsoft's products is because it shows all the sequence of products installations. 
This is to ensure smooth execution without system errors. 
The first process is to install the Window 2000 Server and made all necessary 
configuration of the Window 2000 Server. Window 2000 Server was chosen because 
of it flexible management services, and provides the best foundation for running business 
applications. So, have to make sure the entire configuration is correct. 
After that is to install all needed network component. Besides that, also install 
development tools such as Visual InterDev 6, Microsoft Active Server Pages, 
Microsoft Front Page and Microsoft SQL Server. Other graphical software like 
Macromedia Flash and Dream weaver also install. 
5.1.2 SETTING UP THE ENVIROMENT 
BPS is a system that using a large amount of data to do analysis and 
forecasting. So, it is needed to create a database to maintain the data. All the data are 
keep track inside the database. So has to establish a connection to the database. There 
is variety of method to establish a connection including ODBC data source names 
(DSN), OLE DB data links, and so-called DSN-less connection. 
5.1.2.1 Create Data Source Name (DSN) 
The first step to establish a connection to data is to create a data source name 
(DSN) using ODBC; an ODBC data source name (DSN) is used. DSN is a method of 
standardizing database connectivity. There are three types of DSN: System DSN, 











A system DSN is available to all users on the current machine, including NT 
services, making it ideal for use with ASP/ADO. It's also the fastest type of DSN 
because the connection information is stored in Windows Registry. A System DSN 
tends to be more convenient but less secure than a User DSN. [l] 
To create a System/User DSN 
1. On the Start menu, click Settings, and then click Control Panel. 
2. Double-click ODBC to open the driver manager's user interface, the 
ODBC Data Source Administrator. 
3. Click the System DSN/User DSN tab. 
4. Click Add. 
Figure 5.1: ODBC SQL Server Setup dialog box 
5. From the installed ODBC drivers list, select SQL Server (depend on 
where the data or table store) and click OK to bring up the ODBC SQL 
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6. Give your data source a name, such as BPS. This can be either the name of 
the server to which you are connecting, or the name of the database to 
which you are connecting or some other name that is meaningful to you, 
such as the purpose of the connection. You are likely to accumulate 
several data sources, so the name should be descriptive. 
7. The Description field is optional. 
8. Enter the name of the SQL Server in the Server box. The SQL Server 
should have the same name as the Windows 2000-based computer on 
which it is running. 
9. Click the Options button and provide the name of the database on SQL 
Server to which you want to connect. Remember that several databases 
with different names can exist on one SQL Server. 
1 O. Finally, click the Finish button and you are given a chance to test DSN. It 
is important to do this before creating the DSN, because it's a quick and 
easy way to make sure that we supply the right information. 
5.1.2.2 Create Database 
After create a data source name, the following thing is to create a BPS 
database using SQL Server. At the Enterprise Manager, import all necessary data or 
table. During the process of importing data, we can set or fix the data type of all the 
data. A relationship between all the data has to establish. The relationship is very 
important and useful. 
5.1.2.3 Create Cube 
The most important part of this program is to build a cube. A cube is a 
multidimensional structure of data. Cubes are defined by a set of dimensions and 
measures (Please refer back to chapter 4 for the detail of a cube.) The process of 










Before design a cube, the important step is to set up a database structure. A 
database is a structure that holds cubes, roles, data sources, shared dimensions, and 
mining models together. Then need to connect to the data source that set up earlier in 
the ODBC Data Source Administrator. 
To Create A Cube: 
I. In the Analysis Manager tree pane, under the BPS database, right-click the 
Cubes folder, click to New Cube, and then click Wizard. 
2. In the Welcome step of the Cube Wizard, click Next. 
3. In the Select a fact table from a data source step, expand the BPS data 
source and then click Job trans current 2001. ' - - - 
4. You can view the data in the Job_trans_current_2001 table by clicking 
Browse data. After you finish browsing data, close the Browse data 
window, and then click Next. 
5. To define the measures for your cube, under Fact table numeric columns, 
double-click qty_ord. Repeat this procedure for the qty_sold and net_amt 
columns, and then click Next. 
6. Click New Dimension. 
7. In the Welcome step, click Next. 
8. In the Choose how you want to create the dimension step, select the type 
of the dimension (example: Star Schema: A single dimension table), and 
then click Next. 
9. In the Select the dimension table step (see Figure 5.2), click Customer, 
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Figure 5.2: Select the dimension table 
10. In the Select the dimension type step, click Next. 
11. To define the levels for your dimension, under Available columns, 
double-click the Country, State_Province, City, and lname columns, in 
that order. After you double-click each column, its name appears under 
Dimension levels. After you have selected all four columns, click Next. 
12. In the Specify the member key columns step, click Next. 
13. In the Select advanced options step, click Next. 
14. In the last step of the wizard, enter Customer in the Dimension name 
box, and leave the Share this dimension with other cubes box selected. 
Click Finish. 
15. In the Cube Wizard, you should see the Customer dimension in the Cube 
dimensions list. 











17. In the Cube Wizard, click Next. 
18. Click Yes when prompted by the Fact Table Row Count message as 
shown in Figure 5.3. 
Figure 5.3: Fact Table Row Count message 
19. In the last step of the Cube Wizard, name your cube Sales, and then click 
Finish. 
20. The wizard closes and then launches Cube Editor (see Figure 5.4), which 
contains the cube you just created. By clicking on the blue or yellow title 
bars, arrange the tables so that they match the following illustration. 
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Follow the steps above to continue create the target cube, human resource 
.ube and activity based cube. 
To Design Storage And Process The Cube: 
I. In the Analysis Manager tree pane, expand the Cubes folder, right-click 
the Sales cube, and then click Design Storage. 
2. In the Welcome step, click NE'xt. 
3. Select MOLAP as your data storage type, and then click Next. 
4. Under Set Aggregation Options, click Performance gain reaches. In the 
box, enter 40 to indicate the percentage. 
You are instructing Analysis Services to give a performance boost of up to 
40 percent, regardless of how much disk space this requires. 
Administrators can use this tuning ability to balance the need for query 
performance against the disk space required to store aggregation data. 
5. Click Start. 
6. You can watch the Performance vs. Size graph in the right side of the 
wizard while Analysis Services designs the aggregations. Here you can see 
how increasing performance gain requires additional disk space utilization 












Set aggrcgotlon options 









0.0 0.1 o.a 0.3 0.4 o.s 
Figure 5.5: Storage Design Wizard 
7. Under What do you want to do?, select Process now, and then click 
Finish. 
Note: Processing the aggregations may take some time. 
8. In the window that appears, you can watch your cube while it is being 
processed. When processing is complete a message appears confirming 
that the processing was completed successfully. 
9. lick Close to return to the Analysis Manager tree pane. 
To Browse ube Data: 
I. In th Analysis Manager tree pane, right-click the Sales cube, and then 
click Brow e Data. 
2. ube Br w er appears (see Figure 5.6), displaying a grid made up of one 
dimension and the measures of your cube. The additional three dimensions 
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Figure 5.6: Cube Browser 
3. To replace one dimension in the grid with another, drag the dimension 
from the top box and drop it directly on top of the column you want to 
exchange it with. Make sure the pointer appears with a double-ended 
arrow during this process. 
4. Using this drag and drop technique select the Product dimension button 
and drag it to the grid, dropping it directly on top of Measures. The 
Product and Mea ures dimensions will switch positions in Cube Browser. 
5.1.2.4 Accessing Dntnbnse Programmatically 
ADO is a set of objects that allow programmers to program their data access 
gic from language like Visual Basic as well as scripting languages. The base 
bjccts, such a onnection, Recordset, and Command, can be created independently 










Using the Connection Object: 
The Connection object is what ADO uses to store our information about the 
data store connection. In fact, it actually represents a unique session with the 
data store. One of its key properties, connection string is used to specify the 
DSN, usemame and password required and other information necessary for 
establish a connection to the database and authentication. This is used in the 
BPS project frequently. Simply set up a DSN with all the connection 
information and use Open method to connect to that· data source, while 
providing the login name (Uid) and password (Pwd) (see example below). 
<°lo 
Set objConn = erver.CreateObject("ADODB. onnection") 
objConn.Open "Drive -{SQL Server}; erve -SHI 2; Daiabas -BP ;"& 




Using the Recordset Object: 
The Records t object represent the data that we're working with. We 
were trying t zet data from the data store into a Recordset object. The 
R rd t obj ct use objConn for its data connection and then executes the 
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<% 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
objConn.ConnectionString = "DSN=smarthealth; Uid=BPS; Pwd=password" 
obj Conn. Open 
Set objRs = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
strSQL = "SELECT * FROM UserProfile WHERE UserID = "' & strUserID 
&"'-" ,
objRS.Open strSQL, objConn 
obj Rs.Close 
obj Conn. Close 
%> 
5.1.2.5 Using New Mail Obiect Component 
This object is used to send a mail to the targeted email directly, but this object 
is only can be created on PC with mail-server. This is not a problem for users who 
used Windows 2000 Server or Client and Window NT Server because both of them 
have SMTP mail-server. The following is a newmail object. 
Set sendrnail =Server. reateObject("CDONTS.NewMail") 
sendrnail.Frorn = "webrnaster bps.com" 
s ndmail.T = mail 
ndmail. ubj t = "The Login Information You Requested" 
end mail. BodyForrnat = 0 
ndmail.Body = strbody 











5.1.2.6 Using Built In Server Object 
ASP provides a compendium of objects and components, which manage 
interaction between the web server and the browser. They are called Request, 
Response, Server, Application and Session, which each deal with a specific aspect of 
interactivity. Their usage is explained in the following. 
Request Object: 
This object is used to deal with a request that a user makes - that is, 
when they ask the browser to see a particular web page or web application. 
The 'request' might be made in the form of input from an HTML form, or just 
by typing in a URL. 
Response Object: 
This object rs used to deal with the server's re pon e back to the 
browser. 
Server Object: 
This object is used represent the web server itself. Thus, it provides 
several commonly used functions relating to things that the web server might 
do. 
Application Object: 
Thi bje t i u ed to represent the web application. Thus, we can use 
it t rnanag thing like the contents of the application. 
cs. ion Object: 
This object rs used to represent the user's session, and to store 
information about that session. We can use this object to manage things like 
the maximum time that the web server will wait between user 'requests', 
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5.1.2. 7 Create Active Server Page (ASP) Script 
YBScript is the default scripting language on the HS web server. But it is still 
perfectly legal to mix languages, as long as they are properly specified for each 
section of code in the application's page (web page). 
There are three different methods to write different bits of the page's content: 
• Pure HTML 
for example, Line 1 : First HTML line<BR> 
• ASP code 
for example, <°/oResponse.Write "Line 2: First ASP line<BR>"%> 
• Server-side script in a <S RIPT> tag 
for example, 
<SCRIPT LANGUAG =VBSCRIPT RUNAT=S RYER> 
Response.Write "Line 4: First server-side VBScript line<BR>" 
</SCRIPT> 
5.1.2.8 Using ActiveX Control 
We will use the ActiveX Control such as Pivot Table (see Figure 5. 7) and 
Pivot Chart (see Figure 5.8) to display result of analysis. 
l'. :' ., . ~ 


















Figure 5. 8: xample of Pivot Chart 
5.1.2.9 Security Management 
All the data and information such as sales tran action, pay roll, financial and 
customer profiles are private and confidential. ~ s entially, we just need to allow our 
users to access data they need, while protecting them from accidentally destroying or 
damaging it. 
So, all the users have to login into the system by using their own registered 
User ID and Password. ODBC has abilit to provide user information on each data 
source, which can be either NT authentication or SQL authentication. In this case, the 
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5.2 SYSTEM TESTING 
A system test is a series of different tests designed to fully exercise the system 
to uncover its limitations and measure its capabilities. The objective is to test an 
integrated system and verify that it meets specified requirements. The quality of the 
system should be defined. Testing is done throughout systems development, not just 
as the end. Because it is far less disruptive to test beforehand than to have a poorly 
tested system fail system fail after installation that will result a waste in time, cost and 
effort. System testing can be separate into several sections such as unit testing and 
integration testing. [3] 
5.2.1 UNIT TESTING 
The approach of unit testing i performing a set. of basic tests at the m dule 
level. None of them are relates to the behavior of the y tern. ach is related to 
whether the functions work - especially when they have been executed in each of 
their potential states. These modules might be performing tasks such as send email, 
checking data, input data and etc. 
Registration module, Login module, Change Password module, Analysis 
module and Forecasting module consists of several units for testing in this phase. 
Those units that were independentl unit-tested are: open and close connection to 
database insert record into database, write back value into database, retrieve data 
from databa e, edit data tored in the database, search around database for a particular 
record, f rm po tin', di pla returned query result, validate data before submission, 
error 1, tern nt and di play indi idual record requested by user in detail format. 
For •ot Pa sword module involved testing on SMTP mail server to make sure 










During testing, all programs are checked to verify whether the routine works 
as it is written. A predetermined set of data to the component being tested and observe 
what output actions and data are produced. If cannot get the expected output, then we 
will examine the code by reading through it, trying to spot algorithm, data and syntax 
faults. Two type of unit testing are applied in this project, there are white box testing 
and black box testing. 
5.2.1.1 White Box Testing 
When using white box testing, it is involves directly with the structure of the 
code within a module or code segment. White-box test design allows one to peek 
inside the "box", and it focuses specifically on using internal knowledge of the 
software to guide the selection of test data (see Figure 5.9). Synonyms for white-box 
include: structural, glass-box and clear-box. [ 4] 
White box testing also trying to find out any possible clas usages that will 
make the class crash. [5] 
Wli.ite-box testing 
s 
C'o rn po rrerrt 
code 
'. .. ·1~ 
'·qutputs • 
SQ{lr....-...,. ~~ .5th•d.ition. Cl~r23 Slida 21 
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5.2.1.2 Black Box Testing 
In addition to white box testing there is also black box testing. Mainly, this 
consists of assuming that the logic structure of the code is unknown - that it is a 
"black box". This is the point at which the function of a module is tested. Black box 
testing should not be performed by the author of the program who knows too much 
about the program internals. black box tests do not necessarily involve the 
participation of users. [6] 
The advantages of this type of testing include: 
• The test is unbiased because the designer and the tester are independent of 
each other. 
• The tester docs not need knowledge of any specific programming 
languages. 
• The test is done from the point of view of the user, not the designer. 
• Test cases can be designed as soon as the specifications are complete. 
The disadvantages of this type of testing include: 
• The test can be redundant if the software designer has already run a test 
case. 
• Th test ca es are difficult to design. 
• Te tin. e ery po ible input stream is unrealistic because it would take a 
in rdinat amount of time; therefore, many program paths will go 











5.2.2 INTEGRATION TESTING 
One of the most frustrating parts of software development and testing is 
software integration. Normally, the purpose of software integration is to adequately 
test whether or not the software actually runs as one program. Testing performed at 
this level is usually black box testing, although it is possible to link processing or 
logic paths between two modules. 
Typically, software integration is viewed from the following nme 
perspectives: 
• Incremental versus nonincremental 
• Big bang 
• Top down 
• Bottom up 




• Little bang 
We will usmg the bottom up integration to test this system. Bottom up 
integration start with the lowest-level modules and build up from there. Often, this 
a ppr ach require a ub tantial am unt of rewriting or reprogramming as we move up 
the allin 1 hain. [ ] 
5.2.3 YSTEM TESTING 
Thi· i. the final testing stage of a system. It is performed to uncover its 
limitaf ns, rnea ·ure it capabilities and make certain that the whole system works 
accordine t user ' specifications. Developers will join the users to perform this stage 
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If there is a need for change, system modification will then be carried out if 
the users' requirements were not met as described in the specifications. If the users 
are satisfied with the system's characteristics, the system is ready to be delivery for 
use. The testing result will show whether or not the entire system specifications and 
objectives are achieved. 
5.2.3.1 Syst.em Testing Considerations 
Because system-testing takes place at a higher level, the 'testing focuses on 
behavior rather than function or functional structure. In system testing, not only does 
the behavior of the individual functions need to be tested; further functional tests must 
also involve: 
a) The Event List: All the possible trigger must be exercised and the 
expected results compared with the actual results. This often requires an 
'oracle' to generate expected re ulrs to be compared with the actual results. 
b) Specific Scenarios: The entire set of possible scenarios, or user profiles 
should be specified for a given application. 
c) Transaction Tracking: A list of possible transactions, either extracted 
from the scenari s or from th event list are tracked through the software 
sy tern to a certain that th y fimction correctly from 'input' to 'output'. 
d) crecn Mapping: A map through all the screens through all conditions, 
which can lead to other menus, is created. Each time a screen or a pull 
d wn rn nu is reached which requires input or generates input, the 
appr priate functions are processed to see that the functions operate 
correctly. When they lead to a subsystem or the main system for 
processing, their input is captured and passed to the subsystem as input- 
or is rcu ievcd fr m it as output. 










e) Error Message Testing: Every error message, which can be generated by 
the system is extracted from the code and placed in a table to test for 
appropriateness and understandability. Error message is also checked from 
a "national language" point of view to see that they have enough room to 
be translated both in the table and on the screen where they are displayed. 
f) Documentation Testing: All examples used in the user's manual must be 
tested for correctness and for whether or not the manual gives the exact 
answers users will obtain when they run the examples. 
5.2.3.2 Fundament Test (Product Verification Testing) 
ln addition to the functional tests based n functional behavior, as defined 
above, there are other tests fundamental to all software. Four of these fundamental 
tests are described next. 
a) Usability: How easy is it for the user to figure out what to do without 
resource to a training course or to a user s manual? This usability should 
be based on building user interfaces that have patterns already familiar to 
the typical user. 
b) Reliability: Reliability tests are conducted, according to mathematical 
m f t m reliability, to ensure that the system can be 
u d/op rat d for periods of time before a fault is detected. Reliability is 
the probability of some function of the system failing within a specified 
time. Reliability testing is monitoring the mean time between failures. 
R ·liability and consistency testing go hand in hand where the system 
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c) Performance: Performance tests are conducted to ensure that the system 
response time meets user expectations and do not exceed the specified 
performance criteria under heavy stress or volume. During these tests, 
response time and the transaction rate are measured. The purpose of 
performance teats is to test-run the performance of various functions of the 
software within a specified hardware configuration. The performance tests 
can couple this test with stress testing. 
d) Serviceability: when the user's software system crashes is it possible for a 
support person manning the phone line to acquire enough information to 
enable the maintenance organization to assess the error and fix it without 
additional information or the need to send a programmer on site? [3] 
CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter is describing how the system starts develop. First, will discuss 
about how to create a database and set the data source name. After that is tart 
develop the main function, which is analysis component. Besides that, also talk about 
how I used the programming technique ActiveX Control and security management to 
develop my system. 
After develop the system, is the tum for system test take part. Unit testing, 
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6.1 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
6. t. t PROBLEM ENCONTERED AND RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS 
As usual, problems always occur during system development and it has been 
no exception in this project. Throughout this project, many problems have kept 
unfolding one after another as development work progressed due to many reasons. 
6.1.1. l During Analysis Phase 
Since this is the first time to develop a web based system, so it was no 
experience and limited knowledge in web programming technologies on determine 
the scope of the system so that it can be completed within the given time frame. 
However, this problem was overcome afler done the literature review and analysis on 
some of the development tools such as Visual lntcrDev Vi ual Basic, Micro oft SQL 
Server and ASP technology. 
6.1.1.2 During Design Phase 
During design phase, the problem that encountered was not enough time to 
study and detail on all the programming languages and development tools. So that 
was having problem to produce a good design and solution of the system. Mainly, this 
was due to inexperience and insufficient knowledge of designing a system. The best 
way to learn is to read as man approache used in previous year students' report 
documentati n and uft th information at related web site. 
6.1. l. During Implementation Phase 
a) Problem on installation 
Th r wa a lot of problem happen while start installing and configuring 
th Wind w 2000 erver, IIS and other development tools. The whole 
system cann t function efficiently. These problems were solve after a few 
1i111c on formatting and reinstallation. From experience, it is essential to 
kn w the scqu .ncc of prod cts installations and the scttin ofth · software. 











b) No prior experience in the chosen programming languages 
ASP scripting was written in VBScript. Due to prior inexperience in 
VBScript and VB, there was a learning curve in understanding how the 
ASP objects work. Scripting in a new environment such as ASP requires 
some knowledge of what the ASP objects do and how to use the objects to 
build the required functionality of the web application. These objects are 
the server components made available by US. The best way of learning 
ASP scripting during this project was going through some of the ASP 
examples available on the ASP reference books, Internet and also 
Microsoft's web site. Those examples are simple and easy to understand 
how ASP works within IIS. 
c) No prior experience in Online Analyticnl Proccssinz 
Cubes a.re the main objects in online analytical processing (OLAP), a 
technology that provides fast access to data in a databa e. lt i a 
multidimensional structure that contains dimension and measures. 
Dimensions define the structure of the cube, while measures provide the 
numerical values of interest to the end user. I faced problem on how to 
using the analysis services to create a cube. I was no idea on how to related 
the data and use them to create cube that can use to analysis data. This 
problem was solve after refer to the tutorial about create a cube. 
6.1. l.4 During Trsting Phase 
a) nnnticipated appearance of web pages in difference web browsers 
The appearance of web pages is different on Internet Explorer 5 and 
N tscap a igator and Communicator during the testing phase, such as 
different po itioning of graphics, text, and tables on these web browsers. 
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b) Unanticipated script error 
Runtime error occurs when a command attempts to perform an action that 
is invalid. For example, the error message that appeared during my 
development phase is as below: 
"A Runtime Error has occurred. Line 593 
Error.ADO could not find the object 111 the collection 
corresponding to the name or ordinal reference requested by the 
application. " 
In fact, the conditions that result in runtime error depends on the language 
we are scripting with. A condition might cause a runtime error in YBScript 
but might not cause an error in Jscript. 
c) Setting error 
When testing on the client side, some of the page cannot be display due to 
some of the path was not set correctly. This is because when insert a image 
or a plug in object into the Microsoft Front Page to create a page, this 
program will automatically set the path as below: 
Fi/e:lllD:l!netp11b 1 wwroot/folder/file-name.asp 
Thi pr bl m an be olve by change all the path to: 
Http:l/sen er-name/folder/file-name.asp 










6.1.2 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
This system is not as powerful as the existing one in the market. But still has 
some strength when compare with them. 
a) Fast analysis 
When user wants to analysis the data in the database, the system will give 
a fast response time to display the result. This is because my system is 
using the OLAP application to delivery fast analyzing of multidimensional 
information to user. 
b) Web interface to view data 
Create a web interface to view data. This system able user to disseminate 
information on a 'anytime' 'anywhere' basis because many analysts need 
analyze the data while disconnected from the corporate network. 
c) Analyses data into chart or graph format 
After analysts analyze all the data, they will present the information into 
chart or graph format. This will make users more understanding the 
analyses result. Using the Pivot Table to display result of analyze is more 
flexible because user can just drag in what the fields they need to analyze 
without referring to the whole report. User can also view different type of 
chart regarding to the Pivot Table. The Chart will change automatically 
while th data is change. 
d) imple user interface 
er interfac is simple and user-friendly for users to get accustomed to 
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e) Transparent 
System is transparent, as users do not need to know where the database 
resides, how the system is structured, etc. For example, users do not need 
to know how to retrieve from and insert records into the database. All they 
need to do are submit keywords and then view query results. 
f) Error messaging 
In BPS, the error messages are immediately displayed just a short while 
user key in the wrong data. This allows the user to identify their error 
effectively and advice will be given for them to continue using the system 
confidently. 
g) Online add in planning data 
User can add in the new data such as new tran action, new product and 
target. 
6.1.3 SYSTEM LIMITATION 
Despite some of the system strengths mentioned previously, there are 
limitations, which cannot be researched and developed due to time constraint. 
Those limitations are: 
a) The fore asting method that is u ing is not too accurate. 
b) Du t th r a n thi sy tern is using the cube structure, so this system is 











6.1.4 FUTURE ENCHANCEMENT 
Future enhancement is very essential in the development of web-based system. 
Here are some future enhancement's suggestions for the BPS system: 
a) Forecasting method 
Use a more accurate method to forecasting. Beside this, the system will 
automatically generate a report and a chart based on the result of the 
forecasting. 
b) Printing out the result of analysis and forecasting 
After user get the result of the analysis and forecasting, user can print out 
the result in a documentation format. 
c) Edit feature 
For the data enter part, user can ca ily edit the data if they had made any 
mistake or error. So, can make sure that all the data is accurate and correct. 
d) Encryption and decryption of password 
Password should be encrypted before store m database and decrypted 
during password retrieval process. 
e) Advanced analysis 
reate more advanced analysis based on the data such as budgeting and 
th r finan ial applications. 
f) Add role to the cube 
I fin which user or user groups can access and query the data in a cube. 
·ach cube role applies to a single cube and indicates the objects in the 
cul> · they can access and the kind of access they have to those objects. 
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CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter is discussing about the system evaluation. I will list out those 
problems that 1 encountered during development of the system included with the 
solution for those problems. The strength and limitation of the system is listed here. 
Besides, also included the enhancement that can be do at future. 











Finally, this project has achieved to deliver the system in time and fulfilled 
most of the objectives and requirements as determined during system analysis phase. 
This system is successfully give fast analysis on a large amount of data that is retrieve 
from the database and also displays the result to the user by using Pivot Table and 
Pivot Chart. Besides this, also can do forecasting based on the current data. The user 
is allow to enter new transaction into the database. Users also can update the data and 
their profile information. 
There was a lot of valuable knowledge and expenence gained during the 
development of this system. As the project progressed, so did the number of clearer 
views on how Internet technologies work, A P concepts and maintaining and 
configuring IIS. Learning how to use HTML, ASP, VB cript and o on proved to be a 
valuable experience and knowledge. And learning the LAP techn logy let me know 
more about using the cube structure to do analysi . Besides, skills in using soft ware 
such as Visual Interdev 6, graphical software such as Macromedia Dreamweaver, 
Microsoft FrontPage 2000 and Adobe Photoshop have been acquired. 
While programming skills are essential, good practice on software engineering 
techniques must also be applied effi iently. This project has provided the golden 
chance to experience using the te hniques paradigms, and approaches learned from 
Sy t m Anal ' i & De ign and ftv are Engineering courses in the second year and 
third car tud re pe ti ely. 
Last! , ther i till need improvement in this system. As mentioned before, 
the sy tern c p wa defined through waterfall model with prototype, this makes the 
s sl •111 me st e pandable in terms of functionality. Enhancement could still made to 
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ii Field Name :1 Type ;1 Len •th 'I Description 
:,...1-'c'-a-l_-R_p_t Id _,l _I _N_v_ar_c_h_nr---11 , 11_u_n-iq_11_e_rc-~->o_r_t -ID----·---- 
·1 Cd! - _N_v_a-rc_h_a_r--~,,,....-25-----,,.1 Product code ID i _Prod_ .L .... -~-~od- .... -.--~-e-~-- .. - -----_ -, -~-v-a-rc-1~-a-r-. --, 50 . 1..--(t-1~-m-s-ed_) _ 
·l_~l~ype :.cc.1 .. :..=I~-ll--=-_.:_--14 '.I Values arc l,2,3,4 
: .... , -~-~-:-.~-rk--------.~_ , Ntext :116 :1.--Rc-e_m_a-rk_s_l_o_r_tl-1i_s_p_ro_d_u_c_t_d_ct-a-il--~i 
.[_Cr_Date _I Smalldatetime 14 I reation data 
·r-1 -C-r _-T-,-. n 1e--------, Numeric j 5 . !.-1- .... -r-ca-. t-~0-.1-~ t-it_n_c_. _ _;.._~--- 
r[ _c_r _B_)_' .... 1-N-,-,a-rc-l-1a-r---.110 .... l .:r~~i~~1. ~·~-· ..... 
[ Mod_Datc [ mnlldnt tim .... ,-4----iL~~.5.~~~~~-~~~tc _ 
,,....-M_od _  -T-i1-11-------, umcric ·15 . _ ij. ~~t 1~~~~.~~1~1e 
j Mod_By 1.- v-,arc-ha-. r - 110 1=~~~-~1~~i~~~by 












Table name: Non-Cal 
Primary key: Non_Cal_ld 
Description: Non-Call Report 
j Field Name I Type ·1 Length Dscription J nvarcahr ·I 16 :!._ U°.i.q~e ~on-~al user 
!I Nvarcahr :1 10 ·1 UserID - logi_n ~ser 
I smalldatetimc 14 : 1. Da~~- effec_tive from 
11 Smalldatetime 114 ii Date effective to --· --· -- ·--~ -· ii Numeric :1 5 :1 Time effective from 
! 1. ~ m°.~r!~ . _.JI 5 1[ ~im~ e-~=~t~~e to 
11 Nvarcahr :1 II Non call type J . 
:[ Ntext II 16 ·1 Remarks 
I Smalldatctirnc 
11 
4 .I rcation date 






10 reared by 
Smalldatctimc 14 Last modified date 
·1 Numeric ·1 5 Last modified time 
.I Nvarcahr I lO La t modified b • "'° - •• 








I Remarks I . 
.I Cr_Date 
!I r Time 
ii Cr_By 
I Mod_Date 
I Mod Time 
Setup data 
Table name: Staf 
Primary key: taf _ID 
Description: staff information table 
Field name .I Type . [ ~-en~tl1 :1 Description . i ................................. ( ----·-. - - -- .. ····· ·-·- ....................... ! 
taf Id I archar ~~I Staf ID of sales person i .... ......... . ..•. ........ r lid_ -taf_ Ty I Yarchar -:: , I Head stf ID _, - -···· ·····- ······--· ... -···· .. 
I Staf T · I Yarchar I 3 J. StIType ·- .... 
I Pr cl Team d I Varchar I 3 I Product team ' 
I Loe 'd I Varchar I 3 I Location code I 
[ I - 120---, S1al N111 Varchar Name 
I Siar I 11i1 I Varchar I 50--[lnitials 
I I. 









j Staf_Oth_Nm_ I Varchar 120 I Other name 
·IStaf_Addr_I I Varchar _ ·150 I Address l : .. 
·1 Staf_nddr_2 j Varchar . ro-1 Address 2 .. 
I Staf_Addr_3 :1 Varchar ·I 50 I Address 3 - - 
I Staf_Post Cd ij Var~har ii IO ·I Pos.tcode _ - 
fStaf_Tcl 'I Va.rch~r ·1 30 'I Telephon~ number l - . ··- 
.I ~-lac:-~n-.chrg - .. .. ;j ~a~c~~a.~ .. .. - ~150 J- --·- . ··-- .... ····· - --·-··-- -- -···- .. - 
ii Staf_Fax J! ~a~char :I :o :1 Fax number ... ... -- .. .. -· . ··--· ~ - -· .. -- -  -----~-  -- -·-· - 
:1 s"alary ~I Num_eric 19 ii Salary I - - ·- .. 
Table name: Job_Staf_Targ_RZ 
Primary key: Staf_lD+Zone_Num+ Targ_Dt 
Description: staIT, Zone Target table 
.. 
'I Field name !I Type I Len nh 
1j De cription 
I .. ii Staf_Id I Varcl11ar :1 10 :1 tar ID of ale person ' ...... ii Zo~e_Num 1j Smallin! .12 ,I Z nc 
,, Targ_Dt :1 Smallint .12 'I Target Month 
. I_ ~~~-._t\mt _ ·1 ".ioney 18 j Target Amount 
Table name: Job_Staf_Targ_RZ_MPG 
Primary key: Staf_ID+MPG_ GRP+Zone_Num+ Targ_Dt 
Description: staff, Zone Target table 
,,_I _F_ie-ld-na_1_11_c '---'--~'-Typc-·c...-- -'---I Le'.1~th. !I .D~scr_i~~i~t~ .... 
j Staf _Id j Varchar 1 0 !I S.t~f !D .of sal~s.~rso~ 
I Zonr_Num _,..--m-a-11-in-t---. J2 _. __ J[.~-~1e ··-··. -·· . 
,..., -M_l_) _ rp ! mallint 12 . _ !I ~G.~~~~~·-·· _ . 
I Tar 1_D1 ------~1 _sm_a_11_in_1 ! 2 __ ... _ j _T~~-~~~.-~~~~~~ . 
r Targ /\1111 -----~I mone 18 '! ~~~g:t .. a~o.~~t ... 












When the user click on the User Manual Button, a new window about the user 
manual will display as shown below. So user can refer to this user manual to continue 
their work. 
BPS 
wetco-ne to BPS!/, !;y~t"m that help vou ·'.)l~:r;;c- and aro.::il·,:e tr-c 
~~elth ct a bvslnc:;<J 
Gcttino swr1cd; 
User Manual - Home 
Home is main page of Business Planning system. All users can access it 
without login. On this page will briefly describe the definition about business 
planning system. Other than that will also display the latest notice and announcement 
about the company to the member of business planning system. 
·~.-J 
._Mt,~ 0 0 b a tefl!rafaaf channel on the~ t\l dvw uw 
{~ o.r •.person!~ rthiM Of l!p!oad inform1tiin throogh tl!i$ 
S)~m Myttme tttd~'WfY .as long as ~.ey connect to tile lntmet ft is 
aM a ~big of lnpro'i'i119 the qu11it}• ind oL~n of 2'!al)'Sls and 
lo:~1 tiy ~n~vring thst tttv~t, ~$! ind ~JI'~~ infol'l'l\ilio.i i$ r.~~ 











User Manual - New llser 
All the users have to sign up as a member to access into this system. 
Sign Up: 
I. Click on the Sign Up button. 
2. Fill up the Profile form and click on the Submit button. 
3 
• f~ I 
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3. After sign up as a member of business planning system, you can access into 
this system using the User ID and Password that you have registered before. 
User Manual - Member 
All the member ha to login before enter into the system. All registered users 
or m mb 'r are all \ ed to select Login, Change Password, Forgot Password and 
pdate Profile under member option. 
Login: 
lick on the Login button. 
2 Fill in ur U er ID and Password and then click the Submit button. Atter 
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If you have forgotten your password, 
Forgot Password: 
1. Click on the Forgot Password button. 
2. Fill in your User ID, identity card number (IC No), and email address and 
click the Request Password button. 
3. Your password will be send to your email account. 
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If you want to change your password, 
Change Password: 
1 . Click on the Change Password button. 
2. Fill up the Change Password form and then click the Change Password button. 
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If you want to update your profile, 
Update Profile: 
1. Click on the Update Profile button. 
2. hange your profil information inside the Profile Information form and then 
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User Manual - Data Enter 
You can enter new data or information such as transaction, staff target, 
product target, new product and new staff into the database. Before start doing all the 
process, you are requiring to login. If not, access is denied and a login requires 
window will display. 
• ' . •.'£!!& . '4 
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I . Click on the Transaction button. 
2. Fill up the Transaction form and click the Submit button. The new transaction 
will be up date into the database. 
Staff Target: 
I. Click on the Staff Target button to input new target of staff 
2. Fill up the Staff Target form and click the Submit button. 
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J. Click on the View Target hyperlink, to search the staff target. A list of staff 
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I. Click on the Product Target button. 
2. Fill up the Product Target form and then click the Submit button. 
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3. Click on the View Target hyperlink, to search the zone target. A list of 
zone target will display according to the ID search. 
New Product: 
I. Click on the New Product button to input new product information. 
2. Fill up the Product Information form and click the Submit button. 
. . . . 
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3. After that, continue to fill up the Product Detail form and click the Submit 
button according to the Zone No search. 
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4. After fill up the Product Detail form, continue to fill up the MPG Description 
form and click the Submit button. All the new information about the new 
product will keep into the database. 
User Manual - Analysis 
You can view report such as Sales report, Human Resources report, Target 
report and Activity report at here. 
Sales I HR I Target I Activity Report: 
1. Click on the Sales I HR I Target I Activity Report button. 
2. A pivot table will display on the screen. 
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lick on the icon. A Pivot Table Property Toolbox will pop up. 
4. Pr m the Pivot Table Property Toolbox, select fields list and choose which 











• From the group of field buttons on the right, drag the fields that you want onto 
the ROW and COLUMN areas in the diagram. In PivotTable reports, row field 
and item labels appear on the left. Column field and item labels appear across 
the top. ln PivotChart reports, row field items are plotted on the category axis, 
and column field items are plotted as data series. For OLAP source data, only 
fields identified by 5?5 at the beginning of the row on the PivotTable toolbar 
can be used as row, column, or page fields. 
• Drag the fields that contain the data that you want to summarize onto the 
DAT A area. In Pivot Chart reports, data fields determine the values for the 
~ 
value axis. For OLAP source data, only fields identified by I --·at the 
beginning of the row on the toolbar can be used for data fields. These fields 
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To view the report in pivot chart form, choose the format of the chart from the 
radi butt n and click the View Chart button. A chart will display and show 
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6. You can change the format of the chart by click another radio button. 
User Manual - Pivot Table l 
Toolbar buttons and commands 
1-,-------Fisplays th~AboutMicn;;~ft offic~· W~b - omponents I 
1 lomce logo cube .1.dialog box, which hows which version you have installed. I 
: _IThe cu~e spin while data is b~~ng retrieved. __! 
I opi s the selected data from a PivotTable list to the l 
!clipboard so that you can paste the selection into other I 
!program . If you need an interactive copy m Microsoft j 
I 
l 
xcel, use Export to Excel instead. \ 
!Sons data -i~ -;he-;el~~t~d fi-~i~i"i~--A-i-o--9-o~d~r-.-- - - -1 
I 















~~rs~rt Descending. Sorts data in the selected field in Z-A 9-0 order . 
. Tums filtering on or off for all fields. Filtering lets you 
i -~~'.--~~~~~~- ·--··-- --·-- ------------ --! 
~ : AutoCalc 






' I data in a field down the r ws of a PivotTable Ii t. 1 
!~--··--~· l.---··------,:.-----'-..;.._~'--~~-~~~---~~~---'I i l i Moves the selected field so that it becomes a column 
I I 
' ! Move to' field. olumn fields ummarize data by di playing the am 
Auto File er 
I 
! Column Area 
display rows or columns that match only the values you 
\ 
i specify. 
: Adds a total field to the field list, summarizing the data, 
1 by using Sum, Count, Min, or Max. 
1 Displays subtotals or hides subtotals for the selected 
1 field. 
I • I 
1 Moves the selected field so that it becomes a row field. 
Row i Row fields summarize data by displaying the items of 
items of data 111 a field aero s the columns of a 











Mo es the s lected field to the detail area so that all data. 
in the field app ar in unsummarized form. 
M the selected inner row or column field to the next! 
outer I el. When a PivotTable list has more than one: 
row field or column field, the outer fields are the ones: 
that are further from the data, to the left or top . 
. ···- .. . ,._, ...... ~··-. ... . ···-·- ··-·. .. 
Moves the selected outer row or column field to the next 
inner level. When a PivotTable list has more than one 
row field or column field, the inner fields are the ones 










I fF,' Expand or· Hides all detail or shows all detail for the selected field ,, 
... :d Collapse item of data, or cell in the data area. 
' ---~· .. 
Updates the PivotTable list from the source file or 
'fJJ ·Refresh : database, displaying any new data and adding any new 
' ' : : ! fields to the field list. ' 
I : ... .. . . 
I i Runs or switches to Excel and copies the PivotTable list : I 
lm ' ,, ' J Export to Excel i into a new workbook as an Excel PivotTable report, the 
' 
' ' 1 
interactive Excel equivalent of a PivotTable list. 
i .! '. • .1 .... ' .. . ' .. . ·~ ··- - . . 
:J iI!] i Property j Displays the PivotTable Property Toolbox so that you1 
; Toolbox ; can carry out commands and set properties. ! 
I 
', 'Displays the list of fields available from the source data for 
• l®J 
I I i Field List ! the PivotTable list so that you can add more data to the 
I 
I 
1 PivotTable list. 
~IH••p Displays Help topics about how to use a Pivot'Table list. 










User Manual - Pivot Table 2 
Elements of a Pivot'Table List 
Year~-·~ :.,,,.;_._:·::···<·.. ieo~umn 
rn Qtr2 rn Qtr3 $ &~roc~ 
...- SOktDy "Sales ~- ". ·5a1eS··,:··' .· Date field 
8 D~y l±l Davolio 30,984 17,455 48,439 
1±1 Dodsworth 8,069 · · 9,475 17,'564 
l±l S ama 4,046 ·20,949 24,995 
Ill S ama 6,350 3,938 10,268 
lil Total 43,119 ' 47,679 90,998 
l!l Dovolio ·-·~-··---·----· 
ttJ Dodsworth 
EJ Meat 
27,123 -·- .. -.,.....- 
E xpand indicator Ottems D Datt.1 eree 
Fields Fields correspond to a column of data and can summarize multiple rows of 
information. Types of fields include row fields column fields, data fields, and filter 
fields. 
Item A unique element of data within a field. Items in row and column fields are 
Ii ted down column and acr ~ rm .. The cell where a row and column intersect 
di. play summarized data for the items listed at the top of the column and the left side 
of th row. 
When additional detail data for an item is available for display, the expand indicator 











Row field A field in the row area. In the previous example, Product and Sold By are 
row fields, Items in row fields ore listed down the left side of a Pivot'Table list. Inner 
row fields, such as Sold By, are closest to the data area; outer row fields, such as 
Product, nro to the loft of the inner row fields. 
Column field A field in the column area. Items in column fields are listed across the 
top of a Pivot Table list, above the data fields. In the example, Quarters is a column 
field with two items. Qtr2 and Qtr3. Inner column fields are closest to the data area; 
outer column fields are above the inner column ftelds. 
Filter field A field in the filter area that you can use to filter the entire PivotTable 
list to display summarized data. ln the example, Region is a filter field you can use to 
display data for all regions or for one region at a timo. Filter fields perform the Game 
functions as page fields in Microsoft "'Xcel PivotTable reports and Microsoft Access 
Pivot'Table forms. 
Data area The part of a PivotTablc list that contains data fields. 
Dnut fleltl A fklti thtt.t titmtttit1~ ~u111111ttty values fh:1111 tht ~t1u~t dttttt. 111 tht 
example, Sales is a data field that contains summarized sales amounts - each value 
In me cara neio is me sum or me entries rrom me sates neio or coiumn tn me source 
data. 
A data tletd usually surrunartzes numertc data, such as statlstlcs or sales amounts, 
with the Sum summary function. In the example the cell containing 30,984 displays 
Davolio's t tal sal s for dairy products in the second quarter. This cell combines the 
1allo11 nm u nt s from v ry record in the source data that has Dairy for the product, 











The underlying data can also be text, summarized by default with the Count 
summary function, which yields the number of items - for example, a data field that 
contains the type of the product sold might be used to count the number of dairy sales 
Davolio made in the second quarter. A PivotTable list can also summarize data using 
Min and Max summary functions, which yield the smallest and largest values, 
respectively. 
Detail area The part of a PivotTable list (not shown in the example) that can display 
all of the rows, or records, from the source data. A PivotTable list can display detail 
rows and summarized data simultaneously. Fields in the detail area are called detail 
fields. 
Field drop-down arrow The arrow at the right ide f each field. lick thi · 
arrow to drop down a list from which you can select the items to di play and hide. 
In PivotTable lists that are based on source data from OLAP databa es, you 
can select items at different levels in a dimension field. Date and time fields provide 
different levels in all types of source data. For example, clicking the drop-down arrow 
for a Year field might display the following: 
'vcar· iil ---~--·MaeT· -1 
I . 
I m o 199s 
i · ~ 1999 I I . 
. [] Qtrl i 




m ~ Qtr3 
~ Qtr4 
2000 











The gray check for the year 1999 indicates that it is currently selected for 
display but some of the items under it are not selected for display. The year 1998 is 
hidden. Within 1999, Qtrl is hidden. Clicking Show All selects all items in the field 
at all levels for display. 
User Manual - Forecasting 
This forecast feature allows users to forecast sales amount or sales quantity 
based on location, sales person, product and so on. The forecast method using here is 
a short-range forecast named Weighted Moving Average where user are required to 
input the weight of all the data entered according to the period choo e before. The 
weight is the probability of the will repeated or higher weight is more relevant for the 
forecast. Please note that the total of weight is always equal to 1. 
First, retrieve the historical data from the PivotTable based on what to forecast. 
And then, select the period and the actual data from the PivotTable that to be used in 
the forecasting. Fill in the form provided and clicks submit. The forecast result will 
prompt based on the data entered. Click on the Back button to see how display data in 
the PivotTable. 
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2. Input the forecast data . 
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3. The forecast result will be displayed as below: 
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User Manual - Logout 
After finish using this system, you are advice to logout from this system for security 
purpose. 
Logout: 
1. Click on the Logout button. You will automatically logged out from the 
system. 
2. A logout successful information will display to notice you that u have 
successfully logout from the system. 
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